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Eenie, lOeenie, lOinie, 100 ...
HoI\' do yo u choose betwee n th e IC- 40 and th e IC- 40G porta bl e C B rad ios' The IC -40 is rel iab le, durabl e, simple to usc.
Yo u just se t it ,md forge t it. Th e IC- 40G, o n th e ot her hand, is a so phisti cated state of th e art transce iver. It h as num ero us functions,
memory c hann els, autosca n , du a l wa tch . Th e IC- 40 has bee n around for many yea rs and h as rece ntl y bee n brought bac k by popul ar
demand. T he IC- 40G has lots of buttons for you to press, whil e th e IC-40 has two ' trad ition a l' th umbwh ee l sw itc hes. Naturall y since
bm h a rc manufac rured by !com , they conform to th e same incred ibl y h igh standards. So go ahead, you figure it o ut . O f course, to
help y')U dec ide you ca n test d rive b.)[ h mode ls at an y of o ur auth o ri zed dea lers, or ca ll to ll free on (008) 338 9 15 for a brochure.
(Th e IC- 40G comes with a c ho ice of a SW o utp ut (BP7) ba ttery or long life (CM96 ) battery).
Icom Austr alia 7 Duke Street W indsor Victoria 3 18 1

T elephone (03 ) 5297582

Facsimile: (OJ) 5298485

A,C.N. 006 0925 75
lL BROWN ADVERTI SING 4507

ADVERTISING

Skysailor
Official Publication Of The Hang
Gliding Federation of Australia
kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service
to members. For non-members living in
Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent Economy
Air), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA
Contributions are needed. Articles, photographs
and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor reserves the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by the
contributor's name, address and HGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsi bility
for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA
Copyright in articles and other contri butions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.
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SKYSAILOR CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401, ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best cover photo
sent in. It can be a black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested . Please supply
a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following month's issue!)
for contributions, market place, etc. Market place is
Cree to Ilnl!ill:iJ!l members - please quote your numberotherwise a charge of$5 perad is applicable.

Advertising rates are available from the Editor. All ads
must be paid in advance. Layout, separations and extra
work incur additional cost
Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals,

short term memberships, rating forms and other administrative matters should be sent to: HANG
GliDING FED. OF AUSTRAUA
EXECUllVE DIRECTOR: Ian Jannan
PO Box 558
WMUT NSW 27W
Tel (069) 472 888, Fx/AH Answer Machine 069 474328
PRESIDENT: Andrew Humphries
093816053,018917537
OPERATIONS MANAGER
Craig Worth
Mobile: 018 657419
Ph/Fx 065592713
For information about site ratings, sites and other local
matters, contact the appropriate state
association/region or cl ub.
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel

(042) 971923

Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling
Sec. Ian Duncan
Treas. Glenn Salmon

029131294
029189962
0291 80091

AcrnGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Gary Lilley
(06) 2925302
Pres. Phil Robinson
018625181
SSO. Peter Murret
06 2927701

SlhQld
POBox 149
Kenmore Q 4069
Pres. Tony Giammichele
073584101
Sec/PR James Christensen,
07 W26342H
078642788 W

Nth Qld:12 VanEldik Av
Andergrove Q 4740
Pres. Dave Lamont
079461157
Secffrs: Ron Huxhagen
(079) 552913

UGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Pres Danny Byrne
(09) 4449920 H
093167628 W

VlcHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181

TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Lauoceston 7250

Pres John Twomey
(03) 3972612 H
Sec Tony Hughs
052 438245 AH

Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H

SAUGA
Unit 12 3 G1enburnie St
Seaton SA 5023
Sec. Steve Hoeffs
(08) 452487 H
(08) 2595991 W
Fax (08) 2597115W

PGConvenor
Stuart Andrews
PO Box 9
Tooma NSW 2642
(069) 484461

Trike Committee members:
Kevin Magennis, Convener, 018 181071
Johanne Parniczky, Sec, Newcastle, Ph 049307895
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049 570216
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mackay 079 577142
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042 941031 ph/fx/tam
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HGFAMerchandise
Support your sport!

Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back
Cap
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
••• Topographic maps for all arcas at discount prices ...

$19.95
9.00
6.95
4.95
2.00

2.95

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
Discounts ava ilable for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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CLUBS
Queensland
Calms HG Club
Pres Warwick Gill
070563333
Sec Kevin Gilligan
070553343
Nev Akers
070512438 W
Capricorn
Skyrlders Oub Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Bron Ahem
079262237
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club Inc
Pres. Nick DiJlane
075991363
Sec. Dean Hone
072066597
SSO. KenHiII
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
31 WilsonSt
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912
Sec. Dave Kennedy
079781329
Sunsbloe Coast HG Club
(Qld)
Sec. Robert Keen
074455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
074821664
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc Inc
Pres Brad Cooper
077792853
Vice-Pres Graham Beplate
077 732913
Sec Robin Dawson

077890284H
077819432W
SSO Graeme Etherton
077733580
Gary Rogers
077792645
Whitsundays HG CL
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445
Sec. Ron Huxhagen
079552913
Treas. John Fielder
079577212
SSO. Niel Scobie
079591329
New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club Inc
Pres Peter Aitken
066853358
Sec. David Smith
066
SSO. Peter Aitken
066853358
meet 1st Wed ea month
Central Coast HG Club
(NSW)
Pres Garry Moulston
043344866
Sec Paul Gibbs
043341919
Site Officer Duncan Brown
043342406
2nd IY.tl Tuggerah Lakes
MemClub
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068 511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb
Stanwell Park
042941656
Cudgegong Valley HG

Club
Sec. Mark Cafe
063791310
SSO. Bruce Bareham
063791310
Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416
lllawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: IUawarra
Yacht Club 1st Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
ProAnne McRitchie
064576041
Sec. Allan Lebepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. ~chaeIShyne

027243405
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North CoastHG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard

065821966
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
049261829
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213800W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO. Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715
Sec: Ian Duncan
029189962
SSO. Forrest Park
029972238
StanweU Park Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042942474
SSO. Keiran Tapsell
042942645
meet 7.30pm 1st Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers' Club
Sydney HG Club
Pres Clive Gilmour
042941261
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484
Sydney PG Club
Pres Tim Gearing
026321634
Sec & SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570

067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272

03 2882480 bh
Sec. Christine Danger
054 283185 ah
1st Wed Retreat Hot
226 Nicbolson St
Abbotsford
Western Victorian Hang
Gliding Club
Sec. Nicole Shalders
053 492174
Club meets last Saturday
ea month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort
Western Australia

Upper Blue Mts
HGClub
Pres Glen Thompson
063531239
Sec. Lucas Tribey
047 871480
Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Peter Batcbelor
037353095
Andrew Philips
037580091 AH meet 3rd
Wed Olinda Hotel Main
St, Lilydale (0. rail line)
North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO John Adams
057572945
Sec John Schilling
057522694
Treas & PG Geoff White
057562255
VHGA rep Peter Roper
03 7435365
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
035438331 AH
1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Chureh St Richmond

The Great Sandy Desert
HGClub
Pres. Ian Sallie
091798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091 798655H
DaJwallinu HG Club
Pres. Jonathan Back
09 3418328 H
093817094 W
Sec Mark Thompson
093673263 H
094917642W
Bastion Sky Bums
WyndhamWA
Sec. Steve Prior
091611269 H
091611043 W
091 611279 fax

Sky High PG Club
Pres. Ken Mitchelhill
03 8879173 ah

Tamworth/ManiJla HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
018416258
Richard Riley

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069 47 2888, Fx: 069 474328
Assisted by the Australian Sports Commission
office usc only

Membership Application
Name:

PhoneHm

. . . . . . . Address:
Occupation:

State:

Wk

Sex: M/F

. Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Details: $

. Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

. Card #:

Signature:
HGFA Schedule of Fees
$125 12 monlb. (FUlL) Membership
$115 (N1b·NSW) 12 mtbs FULL Membership
$135 (SA) 12 mlb. FUll.. membership
$20
PHG Pilots Operational I..cvy
$50
Additiooal Family Member (12 moolbs)
$25
Rejoining Administratioo Fee
$45
Short Term Membership (4 monlbs)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 moolbs)
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SIS

Trial/lnstru cti onal Aigbt(TIf)
7 Days totalavaiJabie throu gJ:! instructo rs only

S50
$65
$95
$5
$ 15
$10
$5

(12 issues)"Skysail or" Subocription (Nonfly)
Overseas (sent SAL)
Overseas (Sent Ainnail)
FA/Licence

PHG Ops Manual
Canpo Manual
Tow Manuals

SKYSAILOR

I'm back! And in more than one way. Firstly, the lack of editorial
last month was due to a nasty bout offlu and my brain cells refusing
to cooperate. Secondly, at the recent HGFA AGM etc held in
Adelaide my tender for Skysailor was successful. I'd like to thank
the HGFA Board for their vote of confidence in me, and for the
support I've had from the membership. I'm looking forward to the
challenges of the next two years.
Sadly in the last month, we have lost another pilot. Mere words
can never express such a loss. It appear the accident happened
during unsettled weather conditions.
I noted with interest, in the April Australian Ultralights
magazine, an instructor's comments on the cold fronts that have
dominated our weather patterns this summer. These are usually
marked by unpredictable, extreme conditions, causing pilots to be
caught out in bad turbulence in what appeared to be calm conditions. As Craig says, keep an eye on the weather around you and
fly with a wide safety margin.
Safe flying,
Marieleffery

Bright Hikers Hostel

SPECIALS
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Don't miss out on these bargain prices
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Buy Australian
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Why buy imported items when there is an Australian
pmduct manufactured to the same standards at a cheaper
price, without lengthy delivery and repair delays?

* manufactured
Reserve parachu tes for hang gliders and paragliders
to T.S.O. C23b (ANO 103.18) specifications.
In the heart of Australia's finest
alpine flying country
Come and stay at a hostel
operated by a pilot for pilots.
With your bed & breaky comes local site knowledge,
AVFAX. weather information, XC planning
advice & a radio base.
Sky out during the day, then come & relax and exchange
your flying yarns with pilots from all over the globe.
The hostel is in the centre of town, opposite the PO,
within staggering distance from the pubs.
A night will cost you from $14 per person (share).
Our Frequent Flyer Plan can reduce the cost even further!

Contact Geoff or Maz White
PO Box 67, Top Floor, 4 Ireland St
Bright Vic 3741
Tel: 057501244, Fax: 057501246
Mob: 018052793, UHF repeater #8

*
*
*

8 sizes are available for hang gliders and 4 sizes for
paragliders. All sizes can be fitted with pulled Apex as optional extra.
Prices from: $450 (save $100)
Water bag: 21itre backpack water sack for those
X-country flights . (Camelback equivalent)
Price: $65 .00 (save $30)
Vari o/ Altimeters: the most popular and reliable unit available on the market. With the ability to work in marginal
conditions where others tend to fail. Reading in 2ft increments. MoJd VA Sjostrom.
Price on application:
We will not be beaten
Protectant "303", protect your new glider from the harmful
UV rays, while also extending the life of the sail. Or use it
to bring back the natural colours of that faded serund
hand glider. Spray on, wipe
off.
Price: $26 per litre

,.. All pl·ices plus freight and while stocks last

AUSSIE-FLIGHT

PRODUCTS

24 hour hot line seven days a week

PHONE: 042 971923, 018 421989 :
I
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Australian Paragliding
Open/NationaIs - Corryong
I have just read the article regarding
our Australian Paragliding Nation-
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Wingtip Vortices Re-vIsited
Dear Marie

recall." Well I, on behalf of all the pilots who
enjoyed all their flights immensely, would like
to thank Stuart Andrews, Wayne Potocky and
Glenn Wilson for their huge contribution to the
site improvements, and organisation . They
stayed on the ground while we were flying, and
I believe they would have been as happy as I was
to have been flying instead of working.
They never forced me to fly anywhere near
any thunderstorm ... that was my greed to fly

My comment regarding the Wing Tip Vortices
article re-printed in the March issue of Skysailor
is as follows:
The assumption '2' (page 28) that he made
said something about assuming that we are stationary and that the air mass is moving past us.
I believe a better assumption may have been to
assume that we are flying relative to the air mass
and the ground is invisible.
But that does not matter so
much. The main point is that in
his diagrams itappears that you
would look for the tip vortices
at an angle other than 90· from
the glider's axis. This angle
being distorted further in
stronger winds. This is ignoring the drift of the gl ider due to
the wind speed also blowing it
sideways. To correct the drawing, the resultant position of the
hang glider would be its forward speed vector (i n line wi th
its direction) but blown
sideways by the wind. This
then creates a position where
the vortices are at 90· to the
glider's axis.

als. Quote from that article page 18
"Thanks must go to all the voluntary
work done to organise the competition, from Stuart, Wayne, Glen and
all the helpers whose names I can't

Tandem paragliding with Phil Stehli, Cairns

So the result of all this is
faster to the next turn point. We are advanced
that while a glider is flying in a
pilots and the decision to fly in certain weather
straight line in a stable air mass, its tip vortices
are trailing DIRECfLY behind the glider tilted
OR higher performance, and perhaps less safe
gliders, to gain a points advantage is our
up at the angle of the glide ang le of the glider.
...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--, decision.

SKYBOXVariometers
...::

."

HefeNow
SKYBOX birdie

·. ··· S. kYBO~birdieplus

SKYSOXmaxx
Write or fax for data sheet and prices:
. .. b~ni~ C~mming~
PO Box 741
Byron Bay NSW 2481
Fax/phone 066 856287
Dealer enquiries welcome

AlsotlOI' Eagle Eyes" flight
..
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glasses and.Electronic Tow
Meters

I learn a lot from flying at our competitions. In the past I have learnt that I must fly
with a glider that I am very confident with .
It must still fly if it gets wet. It must handle
strong weather conditions. And I flew happily in the rain at this competition but I
learnt some people are not happy in therain .
Perhaps that is an advantage that I have. I
also learnt from readi ng the article that your
vario should be protected from the rain so
that your mind remains on the objective at
hand.
I enjoyed flyingat this competition very
much, and would like to thank the organisers much more!

Ian Ladyman, 16264
Reflections from an Enlightened
Being
Dear Marie
I think I have grown too wise.
Sitting here cool, calm and collected on

a Friday morning I find myself feeling
benevolent enough to clarify myviews to Trevor
Gardner, who seems to need a little help with his
attitude.
I was flattered to see one of my previous
letter got a bite, because it's only in argument
that we get a chance to examine our opinions in
the light of other criticisms. That's why I enjoy
writing provocative letters. In fact, it is my argum enta ti ve na ture tha t ena bled me to rise above
the common man and become the truly advanced being that I am today .
Third party insurance is the one strong poi nt
of compulsory membership of HGFA, and I
begrudgingly accept its desirability, but compulsory subscription to Skysailor, and compulsory lining of the pockets of bureaucrats is
something that I will never accept willingly.
One could convincingly argue the necessity
of a controlling body for our
sport, but when you look back at
the work that has been done to
improve our lot over the past ten
years or so, there has been little
or no improvement. Sure, we
can now fly legally to five grand,
but show me a pilot who leaves
a th e rmal at that height, and
show me how many pilots didn't
fly over three hundred feet
before that concession was
granted. Now they're putting
ti me, money and energy into getting us to len grand. It ' ll make
little difference to me. I get as
high as I can, and I've nearly
been run over by planes and
helicopters in a irspace I was
legally allowed to be in.
Oh, we do have a great new
rating system with twice as much irrelevant
s*#@ to wade through as the old one.

As a Sydney pi lot, and there are a lot of us,
I have been pining for years to be able to 11y the
wealth of sites denied us because of the laws
about 11ying near airports. And many's the time
I've looked longingly at the prime towing
country around Penrith on the too-long drive up
to B1ackheath in search of thermals. I wonder
how many other Australians cities have this
problem.
And what about those laws which relate to
flying distances from clouds, roads, built-up
a reas and spectators? I havea copy ofCAO 95 .8
in front of me. Either one or more of these are
broken by a ll of us constantly. Do our insurers
know this? I wonder if they would make it their
business to know in the case of large claims .
In the past it was commonly accepted that
our form of flying was mostly illegal, and there
was a brotherhood of si lence where the
a uthorities were concerned. Safety sho uld beour
primary concern, not paperwork. We are still
flying on the edge of the law, but now there are
these puerile idiots running around threatening
to have th ei r brothers in crime arrested. It's so

SKYSAILOR

hypocri tical.
We are becoming more conservative,
regulatory, expensive and crowded as time goes
by, but I guess it's just natural evolution in a
society as sick as ours.
Thanks Marie, I may go and havea little pull
now.
Yours from above, Geoffrey Martin
Ed's note: Come now Geoff I have trouble
believing that all our pilots are deliberating out
there trying to break the rules. I won't deny that
there may be a few but then there is always a
certain 'cowboy' element in any association.
And I'd love to know who is getting rich out of
this sport!
Dear Marie
My condolences to the family and friends of the
poor guy who drowned in his glider recently.
It is nothing short of appalling thatwedidn ' t
get the details of the wire breakage and the mid
air that killed two pilots at Stanwell.
We have a right to know, and in knowing,
to learn from the mistakes and misfortunes of
others. Ifwe don't, then maybe their deaths have
been in vain, and that's a mighty sad thought.
Accurate, detailed accident reports are vital,
and we are not getting them . WHY NOT??
Yours, Geoff Martin
Response from the Executive Director
Much has been written about the side wire
failure ... the fact that it was not in an accident
report format surely is not the key issue. The
HGFA maintenance standards whether for

training operations or personal use have been
amended as a result of the accident. Perhaps
Geoff should review the appropriate section of
the Operations Manual.
Finally, I do not recall any mid air collisions
killing two pilots at Stanwell. As regards the
single fatality from a mid air, once again the
GENERAL details were well documented in my
report section but as eye witness reports were
inconclusive there was no point in printing these
statements.
Geoff shauld realise that with fatal acci-

dents the coroner or family may call for an
inquiry. If this is at all likely it is MY policy to
not print ACTUAL details, nor make assumptions as to cause until after the inquiry. This is
left to the coroner. Appropriate actions can then
be initiated based on the coroner's findings.
I also feel that it is appropriate that the
families and friends of the deceased be given
time to come to terms with their loss before we
publicly scrutinise the events as interpreted by
witnesses. As Geoff pointed out in the last issue,
these reports can be far from accurate. t

Sky Cycles P/L
Trike Sales & Training. Sole Australian Agent
for Solarwings/Pegasus
NEW Pegasus Quantum combines economy of the "Q" model with comfort and cockpit
ergonomics of the Quasar. In-flight trim to over 70 mph hands off. Phone for an information
package on this world beater.
Pegasus Quasar 2 35 to 70 mph (hands off). The smooth performer now available is low noise
582. Super quiet, super comfort, superb handling, a real treat.
Pegasus "Q " the performance and economy of the "Q" is well known. Still winning the
competitions that count.
Pegasus XL available in 462, low noise and 447. Also now in High Power configuration with or
without tug equipment. Flying school and recreational favourite.
Cyclone Chaser S The World Champion flexwing single seater. Real economy and performance
at a real low price.

We also have good used aircraft available.

u 1't5C

15'

Phone for an information package on any of our trike products or arrange a test flight.

n
D
Don't forget your IVO prop $600, and Special Communica trike systems includes helmet, visors, radio
l.:.T7n c::",! . kit, battery & charger for only $950.
_==~~
For all the latest in trike products and training.

~ J~'l

~
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Ph: 03 587 5975, Fax: 03 587 5976
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Last 2(espects
Ray Wool/ams landed his hang glider in
the sea off Cape Byron 25th March 1994.
After gaining 1500 ftabove the lighthouse, Ray flew down Tallows
beach and returned to the cliff face. A rain squall at Ballina, some 15
kms away apparently switched the wind from East south east 15 kts, to
south 18 kts, within a short period of time.
Ray saw the switch too late.
In the weeks following, similar squalls north and south of the Cape
have caused wind changes through 180 degrees and 20 kts decrease/increase in strength and back again within 30 minutes.
Ray was not widely known in hang gliding circles but his own
friends include a wide and diverse cross section of people.
Ray was highly respected in the Genc::ral Aviation community, the
Tweed Coast area and in local and state government bodies.
To his wife Helen, children Debbie and Tim, father Doug and
family, I can only offer my inadequate words of sympathy and a small
tribute to a man with vision and enthusiasm most of us only dream
about.

Tribute To Raymond Ian Wool/ams.
Raymond Ian Woollams, you discovered hang gliding after
20 years of G.A. flying. You worked your way through the
usual troubles GA pilots have with slower, unpowered,
weightshift controlled aircraft.

Date: 11, 12 & 13 June (long weekend)
Cost: Nil
Meet: 11.00 am car park opposite Paul Kelley's 'A' frame house, The
Esplanade, Port Noarlunga South (overlooking and on the south side of
the Ookaparinga River mouth) Adelaide, SA
Communication: UHF channel 29
Enquiries: Max Browne, phone 08 2932365
Sites: The most popular sites at this time of year are: Myponga Cl iffs, Cape
Jervis and the coast run, and Mount Terrible which are all rated novice.
There will be a BBQ at Paul Kelley's house on Sunday night.

2nd International Paragliding Tournament, China
Da te: 10 - 17 Septem ber 1994
Location: Linzhou city (original Linxian county) Henan province, central
China . Please contact the HGFA office for further information.

1994 Women's World Championships
Chelan, Washington, USA, 5-16 July 1994
Meet organisers Dan Uchytil 2064400998 or Larry Majchrzak on (509)
6823479.

Canadian National Hang Gliding Championships

You experienced hang gliding as the fun it should be with
glides off a little slope with a mate when the wind wasn't
really on anyway, with multiple take off's, hover and
reverse landings whilst I envied the fun from above during
tandems.

July 16-24, Golden BC
Contact: JC Hauchecorne, HPAC Comp Director, 1735 Dublin St, N
Westminster BCCanada V3M2Z9,ph 16045211559, fax 16046827851

Your enthusiasm, infectious, as you pressured me to inspect new sites which had me panting for breath, and the
bloody sites weren't much good anyway!!

July 1-17
Contact Declan Doyle phone/fax 34.73.455170, Spai n 9-11.30, 19-22.00.

Your thirst for discovery talked me into a flight in your
Cessna to Stan well Park where we got the best of conditions and you flew a new Blade for the first time. I'm glad
you got to experience Australia's premier site.
You cherished Paul's landing instructions.
Your child-like thrill at getting higher than the Xtralite as
per instructions will stay with me.
You achieved your GA Commercial Pilot's Licence and
were the 1st Byron Bay Club member to gain a Trike
Pilot's Certificate.
Your experience, keenness, knowledge and careful approach still leaves us bewildered as to why you were
caught in the wind change. Why you had to land in the sea
off the lighthouse!??
To some it's Karma. Your time was up. You'll be greatly
missed by those who knew you and believe it wasn't time.
Your advice on how to handle bureaucrats was invaluable
as we negotiated the Tallows ramp repairs.
Fly high my friend, you'd be proud of the maintenance on
your ramp and the WOOLLAMS WIND is a special
reminder of what may have been.
I hope they have some good muscat ready for you. Fly
high, our friend.
LOVE, The Members of the BYRON BA Y HANG
GLIDING CLUB
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Annual SAHGA Winter Coastal Flyin

Pre World Hang Gliding Championship, Ager, Spain

BC Provincial Paragliding Championships, Canada
July 23-29, Okawagan BC
Contact: Wayne Bertrand, Box 2039 STN. R., Kelowna BC Canada VIX
4K5, ph 1 6047652359, fax 1 6047658200

III Paragliding Open
Linhares Serra da Estrela, Spain
1-7 August 1997
Contact INATEL, Cal<!ada de Santana 180, 1198 Lisboa Codex, tel:
538871

"Coupe Icare" 1994
15th to 18th September 1994
Entries to: Martine Lange, lcare Festival Organisation, Office Du
Tourisme, 38720 St Hilaire Du Touvet, ph: 76 08 33 99, Fax: 76 97 20 56

Gajah Mungkur Cup, Indonesia
Date: August 18th to 30th 1994
Location: Wonogiri, Central Java
The"competition will involve both teams and individual entries but will be
limited to a maximum of fifty entrants. Entry fee : US$lOO
A full information package can be obtained from the HGFAoffice or from:
Gajah Mungkur Cup '94, Lanud Adisumarmo, Surakarta (Solo), Jawa
Tengah, Indonesia . Ph/fax Mr Iskak Karmanto, Tel: 6227148304 & 62
27142579, Fax: 62271 48104, OR: FASl, attn: Roy Sadewo, Fax: 6221
7508843 or 7250979.
Please advise HGFA if you are interested in attending.
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lldiu.e Ililt $~
European PIG Tour
4th July to 27th July 1994

Flying some of the
most falTlous sites
Tandem pilot Dermot Meaney with student pilot J eanelte
McLaren at Mt Emu - photo by Peter Burgess

Eungella 94
Dates: September 24 to 2 October
Prizes: $5000 cash prizes plus giveaways, $500 spot landing competition
Entry fee: $120, restricted to 50 pilots; A, B & C Grade (Intermediate
gliders only)
Requirements: must have intermediate rating, parachute and data back
camera
Send cheque to: Eungella 94, PO Box 7695, Cairns Qld 4870
For further information phone Mark Stevens 070 313253 or Warwick Gill
070553193

1994 Canungra Classic
1994 Australian Women's Open?
Date: 8-16 October
Venue: Canungra area, SE Queensland
Entry fee: $160 includes dinner on presentation night, seafood and pasta
night, 2 x BBQ at comp HQ, 1st film, Canungra Classic stubby cooler and
a great time to boot.
Prizes: The best trophies, the best parties, the only Calcutta, the biggest
prize money ($5000 - $10,000) cash and the biggest and best night in hang
gliding in the world, 'Red Faces' (start your acts now); and to top it all off
the Real Points Competition .
Entry Requirements: intermediate rating, data back camera, (fun personality)
Entries Close 14 August 1994. Full payment required before this date. A
maximum of70 pilots will be admitted to the competition.
Send entri es in full to: Canungra Hang Gliding Club, 43 Duncan St,
Canungra Qld 4275.
For more info contact Dave Staver 075 435859 or Ken Hill 075 435631

1995 Australian Paragliding Open
Date: late January/early February

Paragliding Wodd Cup Association Competition Dates
1994 Season
1 - 5 June: Zillerull- Austria
Tourismusverband, 6280 Zell am Ziller, Tirol, Austria, Tel : 5282 2281,
Fax: 5282228180
24 - 30 July: Pcid..ahita - Spain
Steve Ham, Centro de Vueio, Travesia Duque de AJ ba 2,05500 Piedrahi ta,
Avila, Tel: (34) 08 621013, Fax: (34) 18362215
16 - 21 August: Avoriaz - France
Open Internati ona l Parapente, CRM, 104 rue de Bagneux, 92120
Montrouge, Tel: (33) 1 46 562470
28 Aug - Sept 4: Chamonix - France (fI naI)
Les Gratte-Ciels, Club des Sports, Place due h! "~phenque, 74310 Les
Houches, Tel: (33) 5055 5281, Fax: (33) 5054 5295 t
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Active Air Sports provides:
./ Air fare (open ticket or return when you
want)
./ Transport
./ Local guide (Australian/French
instructor, Pascal Ferret)

You provide:
./ Petrol ($10 per day maximum)
./ Food (try local culinary delights - Tres
Chic)
./ Equipment
./ A sense of Adventure!

Strictly limited: (Deadline mid-May)
7 pilots (intermediate rating plus
some thermal pilot skills)
Cost approx. $3500

USA H I G Tour
Fly & Fun Tour July/August 1994

"O Up foupth

toup and the one

designed to be the most fun
you can have in 21 days. II
./ Aimed at pilots after casual flying time
combined with an itinerary of fun!
./ Lots of flying locations.
./ Active Air Sports provides the airfare, all
transport, accommodation and driver.

Closing soon - only a few places left!

Contact Tony or Terri for
details on 042 942999
or 042 942584
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Executive Director's
Report
Year of the Coach
The Australian Coaching Council has designated 1994 as the Year of
the Coach.
The HGFA will be expanding its "Coach of the Year" awards to
include a coach/instructor from each of the three disciplines (Hang Gliding, Paragliding, Powered Hang Gliding) as part of our activities in
recognition of the critically important role instructors/coaches play in our
sports.
If you know of an instructor/coach that displays the qualities, skills
and coaching expertise to the level worthy of our recognition via these
awards please fill in the nomination form below. Please detail why you
thi nk this person should be acknowledged as Coach of the Year in his/her
sport listing appropriate service history.
These nominations will then be circulated to all HGFA Instructor/coaches and to each club who shall be able to vote for one of the
nominees in each category.
It is anticipated that the awards will be presented at the National
Coaching Conference to be held in Canberra in December this year as well
as announced in that issue of Skysailor.
Last years award went to Larry Jones of South Austral ia .
HGFA Annual General Meeting
Last week the HGFA held its first annual general meeting under o ur
new constitution.
At the time of going to print the election of Board members and hence
new executive committee has not been completed but I am su re th at the
new Board wi II strive to continue to serve the members to the best of thei r
abilities.

and will be required to acquit its performance far more than in the past.
Previously, each board member was not elected by you the members but
was nominated by each regional association based on whatever selection
process was used to determine their representative. It was therefore impossible to hold the association representatives responsible for their actions or lack thereof by voting them off the Board. However the new
constitution gives you the members a direct say in the re-election of the
Board. This means that if you feel that a board member has or has not done
a good job for the sport then you can vote or nominate appropriately in
two years time. Each Board member will need to report to the members
just what they have done duri ng their term on the committee and you will
be in a position to decide whether that performance warrants re-election
or not.
This means that our Board is now far more accountable than in the
past, something akin to the accountability requirements expected of
employees or in the Boards case company directors .
HGFA Board Meeting
The Board meeting held directly fo ll owing the AGM (April 15-17)
was to review its development and forward planning as well as consider
the following agenda items;
HGFA Insurance policy;
Problems including VPM 's andlnstructorlPassenger claims potential,
future direction with regard $lOmil requests.
HGFA Audit/Financial Statements;
The lateness of 92/93 return and subsequent delay in Govt funding,
loss of interest and poor image created at Govt level as a result. Year to
date performance and management of payments journal and general
acco unts. Skysai lor tender considerations.
HGFA -Employee responsibilities;
Contracts,salaries,duties, etc (note HGFA has had no forma l contracts
with executive employees since las t November bar the Office Assistant
who is employed und er the appropriate award conditions), Training
guarantee requirements, superannuation report and employee activities
year to date.

In fact, this new Board, which has been elected for the next two years,

officeA ct ivities;
1994 COACH OF THE YEAR NOMINATION FORM

NOMINEE: ......... ........ .. ................. .
DETAILS OF QUALITIES OF NOMINEE: .................... .................. ...... ... .. ... .

NOMINATED By: ............................. ........ .
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HGFA No ... .......... ..

Lease and alternate considerations,
membership systems a nd records,
VPM system, office Bulletin mailing
lists, telephone options due to line co ngestion, board comm uni ca ti ons and
board office experience.
Membership services and data;
Linking sport li cence,observer,
IPPI etc to membership system and individual invoicing, promotion of FAI
records and badges, 1993 Membership
survey, accident data review and trend
ana lysis. Analysis of regional and nati onal membership trends and statisti cs.

HGFA Calender;
Competi ti ons 94/95 and 95/96,
other events & meetings, NSP training
camps, coaching programs.
Policy decisions for;
Position of State/regional associations within newconstitution,c1ubs and
new club aftiliation, masters age competitors 40yrs, women, disabled pilots,
report from meeting with AUF re
PI-IG's.
Progress on planned activities
93/94 and Planning up to 1998 for all
Key Results areas. f
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Operations Manager's
Report
Hang Gliding Fatality
Tragically another hang gliding fatality has
occurred. A forty year old pilot, Ray Woollams,
drowned when he landed in the surf at Tallows
Beach, Byron Bay. Ray and several other pilots
were flying between the SE Tallows site and the
East Face (no bottom landing) in an ESE wind
of around 15 knots . It was an unstable day and
the lift was exceptional, with heights of up to
1500' available at times. Ray was flying on the
East Face and was about 500' high when the
wind swung suddenly to the south and increased
to 20-25 knots. The wind shift was sudden, with
no cloud and little warning. A pilot flying with
Ray just before the wind swung felt that something was strange with the conditions and
returned to Tallows before the shift, but Ray did
not follow. Ray was seen to sink below the East
Face flying at high speed, parallel to the cliff
face, trying to make the safety of the beach. With
a little more height to begin with he would have
gotten there, but he landed in amongst the large
breaking waves and was unable to free himself
from the harness.
Ray was an experienced pilot in light aircraft
and PHGs and had just gained his Intermediate
Hang Gliding Certificate. You may be thinking
he should have been able to see the change
coming, but from all reports there was little
warning. Perhaps he was not concentrating due
to the euphoria of having been higher tha n ever
before at this site, perhaps he was distracted wi th
something else, perhaps he could have landed
behind the breakers and been able to swim
ashore, perhaps!

WHETHER YOU FLY A HANG
GLIDER, PARAGLIDER OR
POWERED HANG GLIDER,
YOU MUST ALWA YS ALLOW
SUFFICIENT ALTITUDE TO BE
ABLE TO REACH A SAFE
LANDING

AREA!!

CAUTIOUSLY.
CONCENTRATE!!
ALLOW FOR AN
FAILURE AT ANY TIME!!
ALLOW FOR SUDDEN
CHANGES IN T,HE WEATHER
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cause this accident:
Attachment point: The pilot was using a
bridle which was attached to his harness and the
keel 150 mm forward of the C of G (dividing the
tow force 1:1). The keel attachment point apparently caused the glider to be towed at a low
AoA and once the glider started to yaw, caused
the yawing to increase. Other pilots towing on
the day with a similar bridle, but attached to the
harness and the karabiner rather than the keel,
experienced no yaw problems.
Weak link:
A launch dolly was being used on hard sand, but
the added drag caused by the sand was enough
to cause several weak link breaks and therefore
the weak link was strengthened from three
strands of bricklayer'S twine to four. This would
not have been necessary if using a dolly on a
better surface. Three strands is usually adequate
for solo operations with some lighter pilots are
using two strand weak links.
The weak link should break long before
the glider!
That is it for now, next month I will have a
review of the accident statistics for 1993; keep
those reports coming in! Every report is
analysed and compiled to enable an overall picture of our accidents with a view to introducing
methods to reduce our accident rate.
Fly safely,
Craig Worth f

Phg Accident
A pilot was flying low in a training area
where the land owner had granted approval for
operations below 500'. He had made several
passes over a swamp/marsh area at VERY low
level (about one foot!) and at trim speed. On the
fourth pass, the pilot heard the engine miss and
immediately tried to increase power but there
was no response from the engine. He raised the
attitude of the wing in an attempt to gain height
as one of the rear wheels hit the water and the
PHG nosed into the swamp. Luckily he was
uninjured though the PHG was extensively
damaged. Flying low and slow is not on!
Aerotow Accident
Whilst aerotowing off a beach on a stable
day and in a light breeze, the glider pilot was
having trouble keeping the glider from yawing
on tow. The tug pilot looked back and saw the
glider 45 degrees off line, with a low angle of
attack and rotating further. As the glider reached
a point where the wing-tip was almost pointing
at the tug, the pilot reached for the release with
his right arm and his body swung across and was
virtually pulled through
the left hand down tube.
The downtube failed
and the glider folded up.
TIle tug pilot released
the glider at the same
time as the glider broke
up. As the glider
Home of the 1993 National Hang Gliding
helicoptered down, the
& Para Gliding Competitions
pilot deployed his
and the
parachute but it tangled
Mt.Cole Challenge
and failed to deploy, he
Hang Gliding Trophy
landed in the calm
(25km
triangle course)
ocean, luckily unhurt.
Challenge
Mt.Cole
The pilot had some
Para
Gliding
Trophy
diving experience and
(distance
event)
took a deep breath prior
Dynamic Flight Hang
to hitting the water. As
(Competition for either Hang Gliding
Gliding School
the glider sank he kept
or Para Gliding Challenge may be
instructor Rohan
co ndu cted at any time during the year)
calm, slowly and
Holtkamp lives &
precisely exiting the
operates locally.
harness from the front
Beaufort is situated one and a half
and swimming to shore.
hours west of Melbourne on the
He was I ucky there was
Western Highway.
no swell, as the first accident in my repo rt
Accommodation available:
shows that gettingoutof
Motel, hotels, caravan parks,
a harness in brea king
camping, bed &' breakfast.
surf can be impossible.
Competition accommodation at
The new glider was
Raglan Recreation Reserve
totalled, the harness torn
(with
power, hot &' cold showers)
and radio destroyed.
Enquiries: Phone (053)49 2845
As usual, several
factors compounded to

Come ily with us

MT. COLE, BEAUFORT,
Victoria
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~~:r:~.a couple of isolated storm clouds before landing at

A n A d V e n tu r e Of aLif e ti me

II.!::=======================================================:====:==:::JI
Luckil y a friend of a friend had offered a few of us
accommodation in a 'real house' not far from the airport
(luxury!). Getting an early night was easy enough as we
were all totally exhausted and had to be ready for an early
departure. Little did we know then, our mystery 'Rain
God' had performed a heathen ceremony to summon dark
and evil clouds to foil our plans.

To date, our brave
triking pilots, fearless passengers and
fun loving ground
crew, had endured
all that was thrust
upon them. We had
travelled

many

many miles, arriving safely at a little
past our halfway
point,

Mackay.

Spending the afternoon relaxing in
the Aero Club was
one of the hardest
thing we had done
so

far. The sheer

torture of digesting
another

steak

sandwich or drinking another Scotch
was almost impossible to stand.

This may seem a bit radical to the sceptics among you
but if you had been in Mackay on that beautiful afternoon
you would know there could be no other explanation for
the sudden change in conditions that hit us . At about 3 am
we woke to howling winds and pouring rain which continued to hound us for five long days.
By the lime we escaped Mackay, members of our
group had seen every movie, eaten at every restaurant,
visited all the indoor sports centres and even played outdoor (underwater) golf. Tensions were running high and
there were a couple of pilots who ran out of holiday time
and had to pack up and leave.
Strangely as this happened conditions quickly improved and
the next day we left. One of
these pilots must have been the
'Rain God', or at least thought
he was.
When we finally departed,
I noticed three pilots had not
turned up that morning. Later
we heard the expl.oits of these
young boys and of the havoc
they caused at Airlie Beach.
They eventually joined us in
Townsville after trucking their
trikes from Mackay to catch up.
The flight to Townsville
was wonderful. Finally we
were back in the air again.
Trikes packed in
Halfway we stopped at Bowen
for a quick refuel and to organise our entry into the control zone. The air traffic
controllers at Townsville were fantastic. Nothing was too
much trouble for them in order to help us. After another
barbeque (thanks Lesley) and a good night's sleep, we
arranged to take several young cancer patients on a scenic
flight around Townsville.
As we taxied to the threshold, the last trike in the
group, had mi nor technical trouble and decided not to join
us. Consequently, his young female passenger, who had
organised all the other cancer patients' flights, then missed
out on a flight herself. Needless to say she was heart
broken. After some quick thinking and her parents' permission sought and granted the problem was solved.

We had arranged to fly her to our next stop of Ingham
and then to drive her back home to Townsville (thanks
Tim). This girl has been in and out of hospita l for the last
twelve years and was about to have a brain tumour
removed. Wedon'trealise how lucky we are until we meet
somebody far less fortunate than ourselves.
The flight from Ingham to Deeral (just south of
Cairns) was incredible. The terrain and vegetation suddenly seemed tropical. We flew passed Hinchinbrook Island
and then up past Dunk Island where we had to detour
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The field at Deeral was only just wide enough to land
on. After the first five or six trikes landed, the others had
to wait unti I that group taxied back to the other end. Only
then could the next group attempt a landing. All this pi us
. d d
..
t f
th tall
a moderate cross Win an a VICIOUS ro or rom e
cane next to the strip. It was a very demanding landing.
I had arranged to meet Chris Bolton here. Chris,
having already triked around Australia, was helping to
organise the next stage of our journey north. He is establishing a training facility in Port Douglas and with such a
lovely area to fly around would be one of the luckiest
instructors in Australia.
With all trikes safely on the ground, I rang Cairns
Tower to arrange our entry into the control zone. As we
were running out of daylight we needed to get organised
fairly quickly. Unfortunately we had all parked in a small
dead end space and it was a major achievement just to
manoeuvre the trikes into groups ready for departure. It
was like playing a game of Twister only with trike wings
entangled in place of arms and legs.

to allow others to land at Deeml, Nth Qld
Once again we were required by the air traffic controllers to enter in tight groups of five or six and at about five
minute intervals . We were to stay west and then north of
the city be fore heading back south again to land. As my
group (about the third) approached the boundary, the
towersaid: "Romeo five zero zero group cleared, approach
east or west as you wish". I had to ask for confirmation on
this as I had originally requested a coastal track but was
advised that it would not be available.
After receiving confirmation I quickly opted for an
eastern approach before they changed their minds . We
were advised to track to and report at, the golf course. The
air was thick and silky smooth. The last of the sun's rays
were peering through the clouds, the scene looked and felt
like it was from a magicstory book. From the golf course
we flew to the coast before passing Cairns. As we flew
passed the high rise on the foreshore, sadly I thought to
myself 'this would be our last big airport experience '.
On our downwi nd leg we passed the control tower and
waved. As we did they called on the radio: "turn base when
ready" . This was a great idea as the runway was about 3.2
kilometres long and as we had already come halfway
down, we had more than enough runway to land on. I
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backed off on the power and turned onto base and then
fi nal, checking for any Jumbosjust in case I'd missed one.
We landed right in front of the tower before taxiing to the
awaiting crowd of other trike pilots and passengers .
After the last group landed and finished taxiing, we
were all congratulating each other when a Qantas 747/400
roared passed and landed . I felt like I had to duck to miss
hitting my head on its wing. This was as close as I would
ever want to be to one of those monste rs.
We said farewell to a few pilots in Cairns that night
and the following morning we flew to Chris Bolton's strip
at Port Douglas. We left Cairns in one group and tracked
along the coast as usual. When we got to Port Douglas we
flew past the Sheraton Mirage Resort, which turned out to
be a bad idea . Christina fell in love with the place and
wanted to stay there while we were in Port. Luckily the
room rates turned her off the idea . Instead the Surf Club
offered us the use of their facilities (thanks Sonya) and we
all camped on the beach under the coconut trees. We had
finally arrived in paradise!
Stay tuned for Part 6.

rAd;;k ~-l~-';d b~~k~;~dfr~;;' ~b~~~l
: Just then another thought... cloud :
:L __________________________________
suck.
:
~

7.30 am ... a quick check out the window.
Aarrgh, rain with a slight south-easterly. Think
I'll catch myself some more zzz's. 11.15 am and
watching "Meet the Feebles" (something for
everyone in that), one eye on the video and one
eyeoutthewindow. Think I'll pause it fora short
walk.
The day seemed to be shaping up ok. A few
scattered showers around with large patches of
clear air in between. Scenic is the only place I've
ever flown where one can see for miles inland,
miles outtosea and miles upand down the coast.
But on this particular day all the rain seemed
to be dividing into two distinct patterns. One
squall of rain moving slowly out to sea and up
the coast following Stockton Beach and the
other obscuring Merewether while swirling inland and up toward the valley, leaving Scenic
cool and dry most of the morning.
By this time most of the southerly had dissipated into a moderate easterly. "P.crfection,"
was the thought going through my head as handfuls of grass clippings went tossing in the air.
"She's blowing straight in ."
Back to the house and on the phone. Just
missed PK who, incidentally like myself, was
hanging out for some fresh air. C111 Ross. "Ross,
it's on and it's looking real nice."
"See you there," a voice replied, "Keep an
eye out for those squalls ." Always good to hear
some reassuring advice from Ross .
After a calm, unrushed set up, I took another
look at the conditions and assessed a place to
launch. Only this time a small squall approached
from the south, rounding Redhead point. It
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Chris Bolton's strip at Port Douglas
by Luke & Christina Carmody, Skywise Powered Hang Gliding

dark cloud beckoned from above. Just then
another thought ... cloud suck. "I'm outta here."
I had myoid cocoon harness minus a parachute
and was now starting to feel cold and a bit
fatigued . So I headed for Merewether with
enough height to make it there and back.
The journey was slow going and the vario
sounded like it was dying. Made it over the east
face at 850 ASL and decided to head back to
Scenic the moment it reached 800. Just at 810 I
sawall who were sitting on the hill walk out and
look up, probably wondering where the hell I
came from and how did I get so high.
The trip back was quick and easy and I
found myself at about 150 feet above the water
tower but something was not right. To my
amazement the conditions had changed. It was
now coming from the east-north-east and after
a couple of passes itwas obvious that Scenic had
turned off and it was time to land.
When I landed I discovered I was flying in
tailwind. My feet skied along the moist grass at
what felt like the land speed record. The southeasterly was still happening, although the BHP
smoke stacks and the wind lines on the water in
front of Scenic were telling a different story.
Mat Tynan f

looked to be only a small cloud carrying a little
precipitation .
The air seemed to be steady with the usual
places creating smooth lift. The vario beeped
and burped as I ridge soared over the hair pin
corner of King Edward Park and 345' ASL, then
back to the monument feeling the smooth air and
checki ng out the waves . The sky was sti II overcast and that squall had changed into southeasterlywind lines. As it approached Bar Beach,
the lift increased with each pass over the monument and my vario showed 840 ASL. "Wow!!
Never been this high before." Not on the coast
anyway.
Then it started to get bumpy and the
temperature was noticeably cooler. Suddenly
my glider took a steep and meaningful dive - a
big stall. By this time a few sea gulls were
circling out in front of Susan Gilmore and clearly going up. A quick glance at the vario and to
my disbelief it was showing 600 fpm and still
climbing. I was flying in a straight line toward
the sea gulls!
As I left the world , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
behind the only thing I
could think of was,
"Where
is
everybody?" Not one
car at Scenic, not one.
Then it jelled. They
were
all
at
Merewether. I could
see them sitting on the
hill. The vario was
telling me we were at
1125 ASL and still
going straight up. I
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Wispy sheets of cloud
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD , REDHEAD NSW 2290
passed around me. A L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - '
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British Standards for
these helmets. The fact
sheet argues that pi lots
should place their trust
in these standards and
only buy a helmet that
conforms to one of
these and is kitemarked
accordingly.

Popu lar Myths

The following paper, written by
Mark Dale, Safety Officer of the
British Hang Gliding
Association, was submitted by
Craig Worth, HGFA Operations
Manager.
Reprinted withthanks.
Helmet Fact Sheet, September 1991
Introduction
There are many schools of thought as to
what constitutes an ideal helmet for hang gliding, but most of the popular' theories' are based
on uninformed 'gut reaction' along the lines of,
'If it's heavy, expensive, and made of something
strong then it must be good.'
This fact sheet detai Is some of the science of
helmet technology, and so should help the pilot
make a more genuinely informed decision on
hel met choice.
Fortunately there are too few reports of accidents involving head injuries to hang glider
pilots for it to be possible to draw any conclusions from these - but banging your head is
banging your head, irrespective of what you
were doing that led to the bang. There has been
a great deal of research on helmets for motorcycling and cycling, which has led to the current

Myth No.1 : Buy a
good solid helmet.
There is no such
thing as a good solid
helmet. A solid helmet can only be bad! A
helmet's primary function is to absorb shock,
and a solid helmet will be absolutely no use in
that. (And,exceptforclimbing helmets, the shell
plays little or nopart in the absorption of shock;
it is almost an irrelevance.)
Myth No.2: Buy the most expensive helmet you
can, preferably purpose made for hang gliding.
Cost is no guide to helmet efficiency. The
only dependable guides are the independent test
standards. As far as I can discover, none of the
'purpose built' hang gliding helmets conform to
any British Standard - or to any other standard.
Myth No.3 : A helmet is a helmet is a helmet.
Helmet models vary enormously in their
effectiveness, and this can only be measured by
expensive rigorous testing of transmitted 'g'
loads etc. A great many of the helmets available
in the UK (for various sports) have never been
tested and would fail all recognised certification
processes i.e. they are next to useless. And they
are generally indistinguishab le from good helmets - they may even appear to be stronger. If
we take bicycle helmets as an example, there are
a number of these helmets available which have
passed the BS tests and others with large margins - but there are just as many still on sale
which have comprehensively failed all such
tests! (We all accept the need for proper independent testing of our gliders - apply the same
thinking to your helmet: look for the certification sticker.)

The Helmet's Function
We wear helmets to try to prevent head
injury, or more exactly brain damage. Brain

r.==========================il damage can be caused by:
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Penetration of the
brain
Helmets can help to
prevent such injuries as
follows:
Local deformation of
the skull is reduced by the

spread by the action of the helmet shell and liner.
Linear acceleration - more on this later.
Angular acceleration. The brain does not
like being violently spun, so helmet test standards try to ensure that the helmet slides in a
glancing impact, rather than sticking and rotating the head. Recent research seems to indicate
that the smooth rounded shape that intuition
suggests would slide most easily, is not necessarily the best. (Most testing and research has
concentrated on cycle and motorcycle helmets,
where glancing blows on smooth surfaces - tarmac, kerbstones - is fairly likely. The chances of
a hill launch hang/para gliding pilot bashing
such a surface seems remote.)
Penetration. As getting a spike through the
top of the head would obviously bea Bad Thing,
the test schedule for motorcycle helmets includes a penetration test, with the result that
these helmets have to have a strong (therefore
heavy) shell. Interestingly, accident analysis has
more recently revealed that this sort of accident
was/is virtually unheard of, and there is talk of
relaxing the severity of this particular test. (And
the chances of finding a spike to land head first
on when out flying seem infinitesimal.)
So let's look at linear acceleration of the
brain. This is where the helmets primary role as
a shock absorber comes in . If we take the
'average' brain (some will be stronger and some
weaker) and measure acceleration in G's:
*
*

Impacts of 150 g's cause little or no injury
Impacts of 151 to 250 g's result in light
concussion and amnesia

* Impacts of 251 to 400 g's cause extended

*

loss of consciousness with traumati c <lmnesia
Impacts of 401 g's bruise and cause bleeding of the brain
Impacts of 700 g's are likely to cause permanent brain dam age an d may be life
threatening

The principal helmet standards (British BS,
American ANSI & Snell) take 300 g as the
maxim um permitted deceleration, and they test
helmets at an impact speed of approx 10 mph for
bike helmets (BS6863 and ANSI Z90.4) and 17
mph for motorcycle helmets (BS 6658)* . These
tests involve dropping the helmet, fastened to a
5Kg instrumented head form, forwilrd, backward and crown first onto various shaped anvils
from 1m in the case of bicycle helmets and 2m
in the case of motorcycle helmets. In free-falling
those distances the previously quoted speeds are
achieved. (NB: The Snell test for bicycle helmets calls for a drop height of 2m for some tests,
so is more rigorous in that respect.)

How Helmets Work
The principal factor in providing the necessary shock absorption is the helmet's impact
liner, which crushes progressively on impact.
This is usually constructed from expanded
polystyrene foam some 25mm to 35 mm thick,
with a de nsity of betWeen 20 grams/litre and 80
grams/litre. The balance helmet manufacturer's

L:::==========T=c=I=:=04=9=4=9=9=1=9=9,::F=a=x=:=0=49==4=99=3=9=5==========::::.1 impact poi nt load bei ng
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must strike is between thickness and density:
A very thick, low density foam liner would
provide ideal energy absorption characteristics,
but would increase rotational forces on the head
(and would be so bulky that no-one would wear
it.).
A thinner layer of low density foam carries
an increasing risk of 'bottoming out' (though
this will happen with all liners if impacted hard
enough. Once this happens they cease to have
any shock absorbing qualities and any further
load is transmitted directly to the skull.) So a
balance is struck which gives optimal protection
at the loads required for certification.
Climbing helmets, which are designed to
protect the user from falling stones, work in a
different way to this. They use a fibreglass shell
supported away from the head by a webbing
head cradle. On impact the shock is absorbed by
the webbing stretching and by the fibreglass
shell delaminating. There is also a thin layer of
foam impact liner inside the shell to aid the
process if the webbing bottoms out and allows
the head to contact the shell. The UIAA test and
certify these helmets to 300 g with a 17 mph
crown impact. But that is the entire test - the
helmet is not designed to takeside, frontal or rear
impacts and offers very little or no protection
against these.
• You may be thinking that 17 mph is not
much for a motorcycle impact, but the fact is that
if you hit a brick wall head first at 50 mph your
head is going to end up somewhere near the
middle of your back, and you will have some
fairly serious (and instantaneously fatal) folds in
your spine and rearrangement of your internal
organs . The point is that there is no point in
building (or wearing) helmets that protect your
head in accidents that will always prove fatal.
There is another strand to this thinking: whilst
the danger of overload ('bottoming out') has
been mentioned earlier, there is a similar
' danger' in underload. A lorry shock absorber is
designed to operate at loads of say 10 tons, and
so will gently 'give' at those sorts of loads . But
if you hit your friend over the head with it (say
50 Ib force) it would not 'give' at all - it would
remain effectively rigid. Helmet shock absorption will work in just the same way, in that a
helmet designed for high impact velocities
would be effectively rigid in less violent impacts, and so could transmi t unacceptable forces
to the brain.
The current motorcycle standard (BS
6658:85) is the latest development in an evolving series which started back in the early fifties,
and the recently introduced bicycle standard (BS
6863:89) has benefited from all the acquired
knowledge. There appears to every reason to
trust in the standard setters' work!
A BHGA pilot's recent accident seems to
justify my faith in the level of tile helmet standards. When he stalled in a turn and hit the hill
head first, his UIAA certified helmet worked
faultlessly, the inner cradle stretching and the
GRP shell delaminating, so absorbing the ener-
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gy as intended by these designs. But although
his head was undamaged (other than the temporary effects of'brain shake'), he still ended up
in hospital with more or less total (temporary)
paralysis. This was a result of the wrench given
to his neck when his body failed to decelerate as
quickly and smoothly as his head. (He tells me
that he should make a full recovery, though this
will involve a very protracted period of
physiotherapy.) It would seem reasonable to
suggest that if the impact speed had been much
higher, the limiting factor in his survival would
have been the capabilities of his neck foremost,
with his helmet's limits being reached shortly
after - which is just as it should be.

Conclusions
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J.L. Firth (Consulting Neurosurgeon at DerThanks also to:
byshire Royal Infirmary) concluded the 1982
Dr C Morfey (Southampton
Symposium at Birmingham University entitled
University)
'Head Protection: The State of the Art' with the
following remarks: 'Avoiding over-designed
Dr NJ. Mills (University of
helmets and attempting to survive the unsurvivBirmingham)
able will make possible lighter, cheaper, more
Dr D Brook (Leeds University),
comfortable and more attractive helmets which
and
will save people when they really can be saved.'
Group Captain D.H. Glaister
I see this as advocating a sense of reality and
(RAF
Institute of Aviation
proportion: if you fall off your glider at several
Medicine)
hundred feet and land on your head, you will be
killed, irrespective of helmet type. The sa me will
happen if you crash head-on into a rock at full
flying speed. What we should be doing when
choosing a helmet is trying to ensure that our
heads survive survivable impacts, whilst at the . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
same time ensuring that our safety equipment
does not itself become a possible cause of accidents or significantly detract from the pleasures
of the sport. (If you want to be really safe, stay

~~:oe~e - though most accidents happen in the
SO what should you do?:
Usea helmet th at conforms to BS6863.89 as
a minimum. If it also conforms to ANSI Z90.4
and/or has passed the SNELL tests so much the
better. (Nb. These are all bicycle hel met standards - the advice I have had from various experts
in the hel met testing and standards world is that
these helmets should most closely meet our requirements . If you are a real belt and braces
person, and can stand the weight and lack of
ventilation, a helmet to BS6658.85 will provide
an even greater (probably unnecessary) level of
protection - but make sure that your hearing is
not impaired.)
Change your helmet after a bump - once the
cell walls of the expanded polystyrene 'bubbles'
have been buckled they lose a large proportion
of their strength, even though they appear to
have 'sprung back ' to the original shape. Otherwise change it every two or three years.

A COMPLETE TWOCE HEADSET
PLA
,
HELMET and
INTERCOM SYSTEM

Q

FOR UNDER $900!
Headsets: Plugcompatible with popular
Communi caTh<lUItraProTh< or our
intercoms. Use alone or with our
helmets. Includes a flexible boom
noise-excluding mike and personal
volume control - 5180
sizes, in White, Red or
Black. Wear with headset - $180

Intercoms: Quality,

~

-Place, at a budget price,
includes ICOMTM interface
,-_-==..:::
,,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,i>I.J and PIT switch. - 5150
Manufactured in Australia by Aerial Pursuits.
~

Inquiries & orders:

Throwaway any helmet you might have that
does not carry a certification label. It may be
completely useless.
Note: The equivalent Australian standards
are: AS 1698 for motorcycle helmets and AS
2063 for bicycle helme/s. :
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Apologies!
Last month Jenny Ganderton, a new HGFA
Board member from South NSW, was inadvertently left out of the list of names for the HGFA
Election Results.

HGFA Board Positions
After the recent HGFAelections, the fol lowing positions have been designated:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Rohan Grant
Andrew Humphries
Shaun Keene
Mark Pike

Videos for Sale!
For those who remember what freestyle was
or for those who want to find out what hang
gliding was like during the last 10 years!
10 copies of "Leading Edge", a professionally edited 50 minute hang gliding freestyle
video, are available for $39 .00 each. Phone 042
942999.

Bassano 1994
This year the 5 day meet was plagued by bad
weather enabling only 2 rounds to be run for
both hang gliding and paragliding.
The first hang gliding task was over 100 km
with the best distance being 75 kms . The last task
was a 60 km race in which Manfred beat Tomas
by a mere 20 seconds. The overall results were:
1st Manfred Ruhmer (A) Laminair, 2nd Tomas

T

Suchanek (Cz) Xtralite, 3rd Bob Baier (D)
Desire.
For paragliding the first task was 60 km via
two turnpoi nts a nd the second, a 35 km race wi th
two turnpoints. Placings were: 1st Christian
Tamegger(A) Rainbow, 2nd Walter Holzmuller
(A) Sphinx, 3rd Maurizio Bottegal (I) Minoa.
The Austrians won the team event for both
hang and paragliding.

Edel Paragliding News
A good beginning for 1994
Edel 's new development and communication
centre in Annecy is now fully operational. The
purpose behind thecentr~ is primarily the design
and development of paragliders and accessories.
Annecy, close to the Swiss border, is the
perfect location for Edel 's new European home.
The nearby lake and mountains allow ideal thermal and over-water facilities for test flying to
DHV and AFNOR standards.
Heading the new company is Gin Seok Son
and Robbie Whittall. Gin is best known for his
design skills with gliders such as the Space,
SuperSpace and Rai nbow. However he is also a
successful competition pilot and has been involved with hang gliding and paragliding since
the very early days. Robbie, World Champion
on hang gliders in 1989 and paraglider in 1991,
is best known for his competition flying . However, much of his career has been devoted to
design and development of paragliders. The
third member of the team, Steve Tonkins is a
graphic designer and computer expert. His job
is to co-ordinate advertising and communications for Edel.
Competition Results
The first international gatheringofthe yearis the
Stubi cup in Austria. Yet again Edel were successful with Camilla Pernertaking first position,
and Peter Gegg second.

T

Entry and intermediate
performance at an affordable
price. The Moyes single surface
XL, and the HGMA Certified double
surface XT. Both available in
2 sizes 145
and 165.

Edel's new policy of asking our competi tion
pilots to fly certified gliders and standard lines
in competition has already brought an impressive result. Patrick Holmes flew a Rainbow XL
in the Brazilian World Cup and place 2nd with
Didier Exiga coming 5th. Following these
results, Christian Tamagger then won the International competition at Basano and Edel won
the Manufacturer's trophy for the highest three
individual placed pilots.
For further information on Edel products,
contact Charly Fellay on 0318824130.

NEW PRODUCT RELEASE
303 PROTECTANT, the sailcloth application, is now proudly manufactured in Australia .
This product delivers unique properties to all
plastics including MYLAR and KEVLAR, the
DACRON (woven polyester)application is
descri bed here.
Restores Colour: 303 bea uti fies a nd restores
colour to faded dacron.
Prevents Fading: 303 carries a complete
ultraviolet (VV) screen . Treated surfaces maintain original colours year after year.
Stain Resistant: 303 treated sailcloth is almost
impervious to staining from dirt, oil, saltwater
and contaminants. When soiled, 303 treated
sailcloth is much easier to clean .
Drag Co Efficiency: 303 noticeable decreases
the drag co efficiency.
Water Repellent / Detergent Resistant: 303
treated dacron absorbs much less water, is easier
to handle and dries quicker than untreated
dacron . 303 is both water repellent and detergent
resistant. 303 will not wash off.
Mildew: 303 has preservatives to i nhi bi t mi ldew.
Technology: 303 contains amino functional base
polymers. 303 is not a buildup product or a
coating. 303 penetrates and bonds with the fibres
while addi ng no excess weight. 303 contains no

The Moyes XS 3 is the
perfect choice for the
intermediate to advanced pilot.
• Excellent Performance.
• Light weight.
• Faired rubber back uprights
• Easy and fun to fly.

T

•

Exceptional ly clea n &
easy to use setup hardware.

The most comfortable, stylish and
streamlined harness available the New
Moyes XTREME.

petroleum distillates, plasticisers or silicones.
303 is not oily and will not attract dust.
How To Apply: Spray on, wipe dry with a
soft cloth . Apply twice a year in climates where
UV is extreme.
Available: In one litre containers enough for
three applications to a standard Hang Glider or
Paragl ider from Aussie FI ight products (042) 97
1923 or (018) 421 989 .

NEW PRODUCT RELEASE
WA TERPACK: The ideal backpack water
container for those long cross country flights .
This product is proudly manufactured and
designed in Australian, to meet the requirements
of the harsh Australian conditions were the
others tend to fail. It is light weight, with an
external skin manufactured from white Reinforced Rip-Stop Nylon, a layer of very effective
Thermal Insulation Foam and has an internal
liner made of a high quality Food Grade Water
tank liner.

High G ra de
~::::~::::::::~~:::) Effect i ve T herm a l

Insulation Foam

(:::;:::;::::::;;:::::;::;:::::;:;::::;:::::.a Hig h

Quality
Food G ra de
)::~~~~~~~) Water Tank Li ner

Capable of holding 2 litre 's of fluid with a
more economical design to its shape distributi ng
the water evenly over the spinal area and having
a low profile enabling a more comfortable fit
when used with the must modern body hugging
harness. It's worn as a backpack and fitted with
adjustable quick release buckles on straps
riveted to the container for added strength .
This product has an Effective Insulation
Foam installed, which keeps the internal fluid
cooler after long periods of direct sunlight. The

filler cap is a heavy duty double lip design to
prevent those accidental openings while in
flight. The mouth piece is Ii bite valve which is
securely fitted, made from food grade silicon
rubber offering hands free operation.
Test independently carried out showed that
fluids stored in other types of water bags, heated
to the pilots body temperature in flight and became undrinkable if left in direct sunlight.
These same test showed that the mouth pieces
were easily lost and the bladders were prone to
burst on heavy impacts .
Product comes with a 1 year warranty and is
available from Aussie Flight Products (042) 97
1923 or (018) 421 989

APCO AVIATION
APCO have been designing and manufacturing products in the field of hang gliding,
paragliding accessories and emergency system
for over 15 years. All APCO gliders have a
guaranteed warranty against fabric porosity for
3 years and paragliders are ACPUL tested and
certified. APCO Aviation is introducing the new
1994 range of paragliders from novice to advance with emergency systems and harnesses .
APCO Aviation Paragliders:
PRIMA (novice), a canopy designed for the
novice pilot, has foot accelerator speed system
as standard 12A ACPUL.
SABRA (novice/intermediate) is a new design
using the profile of APCO's SUPRA. Special
emphasis was on ensuring the highest level of
security combined with good performance and
coordinated handling to give 12A ACPUL.
SPECTRA (intermediate/high performance)
replaces the XC World record holding ASTRA.
This high performance glider is suitable for
every pilot with regard to its take off characteristics, handling behaviour and safety level.
The glider has a speed range of 22-45 km/h.

... World Champion Moyes XTRALlTE, Available in 2
sizes; the HGMA Certified 137, 147 and soon to be
released 164.
• Incredible performance with
improved glide ratio.
• Lighter weight.
• Faster easier setup.
• Lighter handl ing.
• Traditional Moyes quality.

Spectra 27 is based on a 43 rib planfonn with
variable panel widths increasing towards the
tips. The midsection has narrow ribs, the next
part of the wing has 20% wider ribs and the tip
area has the widest ribs. This enables even distribution of lift over the wing. Spectra 25 and 27
- 12A ACPUL, Spectra 30 - llA, lB ACPUL.
SUPRA (advance) is Apco's top of the line
glider. In a review published in Vol Libre
December '93, Noel Bertrand concl uded that the
Supra is the best serial production paraglider in
the world. According to the author it has an LID
of 7.71 at 35 km/h. The Supra has a maximum
speed of 50 km/h and ACPUL certification is 28
and 30 - llA, lB, and 25 - lOA, 2B .
The TOP SECURA harness is an XC harness that features ABS cross weight shift f>Ystem, triple layer of back padding, air bag,
under-seat ballast pocket, neoprene enclosed
sides, terrycloth sweat absorbing inside back
padding, adjustable knee crease comfort plate
and orthopaedically designed seat plate.
Over 10,000 of the MAY DAY EMERGENCY SYSTEM have been sold world-wide.
It comes with a comprehensive and easy-to-follow manual.
The HI-VISION HELMET is a full-face that
comes in 4 sizes.
For information on the above products,
phone Looping Paragliders 02 6657279 or fax
023157894.

Touring the USA?
Veteran hang-gipsy Colin Perry is planning
to fly the best sites of western USA and is
offering expert guide service to 100s of sites
with shared-expense driving in a relaxed,
leisure-class atmosphere. Colin has an air conditioned 4x4.
Write to: Thermal-holics Unanimous,
11708S. 700E. Draper, UT USA 84020. t

Tomas Suchanek
& Paraagliding
As a dedicated paraglider pilot I always
jump with joy seeing a hang glider pilot
flying a lilo. Another one turning in the
right direction, deserting the dying
minority! I could hardly believe my eyes
at whom I saw committing this high
treason at Stanwell Park: Tomas
Suchanek, the hanggliding king, multiple
hang gliding world champion, trike
European champion and winner of al.
most any hang gliding competition he
takes part in. And there he was, on the
top of Bald Hill, secretly tnJing to take
off with a jellyfish! I couldn't resist asking a few questions and trying to find
out what was going on.
J: Hi Tomas, this is most irregular! Giving
up hang gliding?

T: Far from it, I'm just trying to discover
why paragliding is becoming so popular and the
only way to do that is to hang under a lilo and
float in the air.
J: I'm sure there is more to it than that. When
are you going to show us how to REALLY fly
these things?

T: I have to disappoint you, Jerry. No pilot
in the world can make them move around like
hang gliders. Look atStanwell: parked in the air,
you never know when they are going to collapse
and fall down ... no,justjoking. The convenience
of transporting and setting them up is undisputable. I do enjoy flying paraglider for fun .
In a smooth breeze it is actually relaxing. But
when I start thinking about pushing it a bit
further, my instinct of self preservation wins out.
Mter getting more confidence on the coast, I
might try some inland flying. But with something really foolproof for a start! By all means:
but no comps, no records.
J: What makes you to be so careful about
jellys, Tomas?
T: Experience, my general philosophy
about flying and my age perhaps. The ability of
paragliders to fold up in turbulence is somethi ng
that I'm not quite ready for. These wings work
only part time!
J: But they recover again, usually .. .
Paragliding here is generally considered safer
than hang gliding. I could easily be capable of
hurting myself just trying to assemble your contraption. Look at all the wires and battens. It's
so easy to prick something in your eye. And in
flight! Not enough stri ngs, no brakes; where's .
the safety?
T: The "General Opinion" might be wrong.
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I worked a bit with existing European
statistics: According to my calculations, a
paraglider pilot with about 2500 hours of
air time will reach 100% probability of
having a fatal accident. This means the
risk is much higher than in any other form
of flying .
J: How does it compare with hang
gliding then, Tomas?
T: Both our sports are dangerous.
Only fools can try to deny this. During an
average fI ight we have to make quite a few
important decisions - our life might well depend
on some of them. How many times in a row can
a mere human be right? In your situation there
is also the canopy, making decisions of its own,
often the wrong ones. And the statistics prove it.
A hang glider pilot lives, on average, twice as
long, in terms of airtime, than his paragliding
counterpart .. ..
J : There haven't been many serious
paraglider injuries in Australia, and only 2
fatalities, as far as I remember ...

T: Yes, but do you realise that with the small
number of active pilots in your country you are
possibly talking about several percent of
people seriously injured and nearly one percent
of them killed? These numbers are terrifying!
J: Were you ever badly injured, Tomas?
T: Yes, broken arm and leg. While skiing ....
J: Do you think then, skiing is more
dangerous then flying?
T : No, I just didn't treat it with the respect
it deserved . Lots of people do the same with
flying, paragliders especially. The ease with
which you can fly them is deceiving.
J : There were some smi rks around Stanwell,
when you missed a good flight on paraglider,
only because you left your reserve behind .
Paranoiac fear of jell yfish, the rumours are ....
T: I wouldn't tly ANYTHING without a
reserve. In fact, I didn't take off without it for
the last 10 years. But I admit, when paragliding,
I insist on a really good one.
J: You have Plus reserve by Justra
(Junkel's) on your paragliding harness, the same
brand which saved Ondrej Dupal's life last year
in Forbes during his "Canopy separation" exercise ....
T: I participated in the development of
Justra reserves. I know they are well made and
tested.
J: Everybody knows you fly Moyes hang
gliders. What about paragliders?
T: As with reserve - Justra again. I've
learned on Classic and I'm flying Excel now. A
good performer, yet docile enough (I'm sure you
want me to put it like that) even for a hangie to

fly it.

J : Some people here do not find Excel fast
enough ...
T : It has been designed for a demanding,
recreational pilot. It is not trying to challenge
some super fast, twitchy competition machines.
Overall stability combined with a good sink rate
and glide is its strong point, making Excel
popular in Europe. Anyway, if I really want to
move around, I fly a hang glider.
J: You proved your point today. Knocked
off at Moyes this afternoon, then whisked to
Stanwell, took off with your Moyes Xtralite
137 and while I was parked in tbe bowl, you
made a new world record of 100 km out &
return . All this in 2 hours and 7 minutes - that
cut the old record by ONE HOUR! I think we
could say that is a good effort.. .. Are you doing
anything exiting tomorrow?
T : I have to fly about 300 hours a year to
keep in a good shape. So if the weather lasts I
will fly. But not every day is like today. The
conditions have been the best in months - you
were lucky to catch it too. Stanwell Park is
probably the greatest coastal site in the world
and is ideal for the 100 km return task. A good
opportunity for the locals, but I still believe that
the record I set today will stand for a while.
J: I believe you are more involved in aviation than just flying hangies . I can even see an
RC model glider in your car.
T: Yes, that is how it all started. I used to
chase hang gliders with them - a very dangerous
practice indeed! Then I studied a 6 year
Aeronautical Engineering university course. At
the moment I'm making my livingas a freelance
designer and technical adviser. My time is
divided between work for J ustm (J unkers) and
Moyes Delta Gliders. I'm just about to finish
and test prototype of a new Moyes glider and
then off to Prague again ...

J: Well, congratulations on your new record,
Tomas. Have a good trip home and see you in
Australia next year!
T: See you in a y~lr's time - and take it easy
with those "jellys"! f
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Two weeks of glorious autumn weather
typically came to a close on the eve of the second
"Flatter than the Flatlands, Better than the
Bogong Cup, Birchip Easter Towing Competition.
This year's field of 53 competitors and6 free
flyers was larger than the previous one and was
about ideal for this type of "low stress" towing
competition.
Day one brought strong winds and high,
well developed cumulus though very light lift
down low. Goal was called to Lake Boga, a
distance of 64 \em . For those who managed to
get up, the flying was quite remarkable with
strong lift and a base of over 6500'. A handful
completed the task.
Day two dawned with little moderation in
wind and as the cumul us began to spread across
the sky and blot out the sun it became apparent
that the task of Haysdale was going to be unachievable. Rohan Holtkamp proved once again

that he is "King of the Boaters" by grovelling for
65 \em and winning the day.
After being sandblasted in the paddock for
2 days it was a reliefwhen the weather returned
to what is more typical for Birchip at this time
of year. Blue skies and light winds greeted the
pilots out in the tow paddock as small fairweather cumulus began to form. Day three's
task to Manangatang some 84 \em away will be
remembered by many, I'm sure. The course ran
up the side of the spectacular Lake Tyrrel, a huge
salt lake, and 29 people completed the task. Pat
Finch from SA was one of a number of pilots to
have their longest ever flight and first time at
goal on this day.
Day4 dawned with light north easterlies and
clear skies. The chosen task took us past Birchip
and on to Warracknabeal, 73 km distant. Again
a large group of 19 pilots completed the course
and once again the happy faces told the story.
Special thanks must go to Danny Scott,
Enterprise Wings and Mark Mitsos' Future
Wings for their extremely generous support.
Thanks also to the following: Aussie Flight
Products, Airborne, Moyes, Flytec Dynamic
Flight, The Birchip Lions CI ub, Alan Beavis, Ian
McClelland, Steve Trone and everyone else who
hel ped me to keep it together while I was falling
apart.
The SA/VIC Challenge was once again run
at this year's competition . This time good trium-

phed over evil and the Vies won. Final scores:
Victoria - 12826, SA - 11616.
See you next year!
Warwick Duncan, Meat Head t
IndIvidual Results
Rohan Holtkamp
1
Jenny Ganderton
2
Garry Fimeri
3
Steve Blenkinsop
4
Joel Rebbechi
5
Warwick Duncan
6
Paul Kelley
7
Ian Rees
8
Colin MacRae
9
Harry Summons
10
Alan Beavis
11
Trevor Sangster
12
Len Paton
13
Steve Trone
14
Brent Telford
15
Peter Hood
16
17
Pat Finch
George Kambas
18
Colin Hansen
19
Marlies Eicher
20
Andy Watson
21
Greg Holt
22
Ray Cassar
23
Max Browne
24

3055
2612
2601
2589
2579
2511
2381
2368
2313
2234
2234
2180
2139
2097
2053
1992
1933
1871
1822
1777
1758
1756
1709
1699
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THE MOST DANGEROUS PART OF FLYING IS THE TRIP TO THE AIRPORT
Should the crunch come have your vehicle repaired by a
fellow pilot & panel beater PAUL MARCHANT.

.fi-~~A
....n~11
24 hour towing:

Phone:
587 5469

5538300

• Baked enamel - 3 year guarantee.
• Caroliner - guaranteed frame repairs to
factory specifications.
• 24 HOUR TOWING COVERING
SYDNEY METRO AREA

• Specialising in prestige & 4WD vehicles.

• Retrievals of non-drivable accidents
damaged vehicles from country N.S.w.
• Full claims service for all insurance
companies. You phone us - we do the rest.
• Recommended repairer for major
insurance companies.
• Mobile quoting - if you can't come to us
- we come to you.

• Service to the whole of N.S.w.
• Free pick-up delivery Sydney metro area.

MODERN SMASH REPAIRS
44 Princes Highway Kogarah New South Wales 2217
April 1994
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When
Concentration
Wanes ..•
It was the last day of the NSW Titles at
Manilla and I was feeling rather down. Why?
Well I'd just taken 5 weeks off work and all of
which seemed to have been a total waste of time.
Very keen to gain XC competition experience
and to increase my national ladder position, I
chose to do all 93/94 comps .
After driving 12 hours to Eungella, it was
disappointing to find rain and wind which was
to last all week. During the week the wagon's
gearbox failedso I spent2 days overhauling that.
I returned to SE Qld to hopefully do well in the
SE Qld Titles. Halfway through the week it was
most upsetting to be informed of a death in the
family, so I naturally withdrew from the comp
to pay my respects at Inverell, NSW. It was then
off to the NSW State Titles where I needed a
change of luck and a good result.

the last day had arrived I'm sure you can understand that I was feeling very ticked off.
The weather was poor and I was sure the day
would be invalid. I'd flown as far as I could so
I chose a landing paddock in which I could see
that someone had just landed safely. It would be
a straight glide in from about 3 kms away,
however, this didn't concern me because the
paddock I chose was huge. Yep, could land a
Jumbo in this one. Gliding to the paddock I was
thinking of how disappointing the past 3 competitions had been and by now, unaware that I
had become very complacent, thus affecti ng my
judgement.

My determination slowly faded due to a
bacterial infection in my stomach. It left me
feeling quite ill most of the week and by the time

Arriving atthe landing area, I remember just
slipping into hang, looking ahead at the other
glider on the ground and then nothing. No pain,
,-----------------------~ no sparks, nothing. I
woke up on the ground,
The closest Hang Gliding School to the
stunned, 15 minutes later
Victorian metropolitan areas.
in total disbelief. Conrad
We offer a full range of services including;
a fellow NZ pilot and
doctor, who promptly
Novice Certificate Courses
took control of my condiIntroductory Courses
tion, said I'd collected a
Tandem Instructional Flights
powerline. I couldn't
believe my ears. I was toTowing Endorsements
tally disgusted with
Introduction to XC Flying & Tours
myself. Two (11,000
Equipment Hire
volt) powerlines ran right
We sell new and used gliders, spare parts and through the middle of this
paddock and although I
accessories for;
didn't see them, I found
.:. Airborne
'em. Thanks to my fellow
pilots and comp officials
.:. Enterprise Wings
who are all to be praised
.:. Moyes
for the organisation of a
.:. Air Support

.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.

30/1O/93,3pm
Dave Redman
Advanced
400
Baldwin Range (15 km
NW of Manilla)
Glider Damage: Broken keel, LE
Injuries:
3rd degree burns to
hands & lower abdomen.
Osteoporosis of portion
of hip; 13 weeks hospital
-isation and 7 operations
Date:
Pilot:
Rating:
Hours:
Location:

swift transportation to Tamworth Hospital by
ambulance.
Since this most tragic day, I have warmly
received phone calls, cards, letters, flowers and
visits from mates (pilots) from all over Australia
and some from overseas. I especially would like
to thank Moyes and Danny Scott for their kindness by way of donation of prizes to, and
management of, a successful raflle. To all my
thoughtful fellow pi lots and friends who sold or
bought a ticket, I am very grateful for your good
old fashioned friendship and am touched by
your support.
Looki ng back on the nature of the accident,
I can only conclude that ~ landing requires
110% concentration and observation. Also, on
approaching a paddock that I've never landing
in before, I, for one, will be leaving enough
height to complete at least one full circuit of the
landingzone to allow more time for observation.
(Irrespective of what I, the pi lot, might be feeling, or how easy it appears.)
On having talks to so many pilots since this
acciden t, just about everyone has told me of a
near miss, clip or "I didn't see it" story concerning powerlines. I hope that, from this accident,
everypilot(including myself) will become more
aware of these lethal obstacles for th e injuries of
that high voltage burns can inflict are horrific, if
not fatal. I consider myself to be a very lucky
man these days, to not only have survived a dose
of 11,000 volts but a fall from the powerlines to
the ground as well. I will be spending most of
this year healing and recovering so I can hopefully be in superior fitness for the 94/95 season
for my love of flying will never die.
Safe flying
Dave Redman f

UVEX

Aussie Bom
Brauniger
Icom

The world's lightest full face
helmet made from the world's
strongest fibres. Available in s/m/l
plus 2 new sizes: xi/xxi
Also available from Aerial Technics
042942545

Fly tee

We accept Novice and Intennediate gliders as
trade-ins.

Contact - Rohan & Sandra Holtkamp

Phone 075 463021

DynamiC Flight Hang Gliding School, RM8 2368, Trawalla 3373
Phone : (053) 49 2845

s
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SKYSAILOR

at full stretch above me as the trusty Combat lowers me gently from a foot
or so to the ground.
11.30 a.m. The signs are there - the gusts, the wind shifts, the hawks.
I'll test the thermals then land, and take off again around 1 p.m. to see if I
can leave the paddock for the fi rst ti me. The payout wi nch serves me well
in the tow to 750 feet through some wind shear and thermal activity. Upon
release, I turn right to a paddock corner which previous tows have shown
kneel in the pre-dawn damp of the stubble paddock and insert the last
to be favoured by thermals, and find the first encouraging sign. My left
of the battens in my Combat 152. The cool nightsmell of cut grass hangs
wing tip lifts and momentarily stays that way despite full weight shift to
steady in the air. As the sun eases into view, the dew on the soon-to-be-dry
turn towards it. Then the glider turns, the nose pitches up, the vario beeps.
grass sparkles and the wings of my Combat take on a translucent apI tighten the turn and find 360 degree beeps. I slow down to maximise the
pearance with the back-lighting of dawn .
climb. The wind is quite strong and as I circle I am rapidly drifting towards
As the paddock loses its night chill, the air begins to stir. Almost
the downwind end of the paddock. As I climb through 1200 feet, with the
imperceptibly at first, then the whispers of air from the far corner of the
glider circling smoothly skywards, I make the decision to leave the
paddock settle into a steady, light south westerly air flow.
paddock. I radio that I am heading off. As 2000 feet approaches I widen
"PICKING
UP
THE
the turns and maintain constant climb
GLIDER .... WINGS LEVEL.. .. GO
in smooth rising air. Then I am faced
GO GO". My forward foot presses into
Then I am faced with a choice - continue
with a choice - continue downwind
the ground as the tension in the line
with the thermal across the Murray
downwind with the thermal across the Murray
increases - running - airborne - wings
River and associated band of tiger
level - slightly faster than trim - climbcountry or remain in Victoria . I take the
River and associated band of tiger country or
ing steadily through 100 feet - ease out
conservative decision. Reluctantly I
to trim - minor yawing, leave it alone
remain in Victoria.
leave the thermal and head crosswind
- easing out the bar near the top of the
parallel to the Murray River. I haul on
tow - RELEASE. The transition from
about half VB and pick a paddock to
projectile to glider is made with an initial quietness and drop in airspeed
land in near a bridge to give access across the irrigation canal to the
then a smooth acceleration into free flight as my feet bed down in the pod
highway. Then approaching 1000 feet, the nose pitches up and a rush of
and I velcro the zip cord to my chest.
air suggests that I might scratch a few more kilometres. I circle and climb
My perspective instantly enlarges from rope and car to river and
to around 2500 feet before I am forced to repeat my decision not to fly
horizon. Notso much asa bubbleofliftin the cool and stable early morning
interstate. I again break the cardinal rule of not leaving lift, and head
air. Focus back on the paddock. Downwind with the bar to the knees, nice
crosswind towards the township of Yarrawonga. I pick out a paddock
wide base, turn onto final and drop into ha ng, hands on the uprights, minor
aligned into wind - parallel to a road with no buildings or obstructions
corrections to line up exactly into wind, pull on some speed, wings level,
visible from this height. I encounter my third thermal (which is two more
flying level with the ground, wait, test, test, ease out and FLARE. Arms
than I have encountered on any previous flight) a nd again climb to around

FIRST CROSS

COUNTRY

I
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2000 feet drifting towards Lake Mulwala. From a point over the township
I leave the thermal, pull on full VB and set heading for the Yarrawong
airstrip. I take a bead on a hangar roof and the ground beyond it, and
confirm that I could glide well beyond that point.
I arrive in the circuit area with 800 feetto spare. Ijoin the circuit on a
right downwind for runway 19, and as I am turning base I note a large dust
devil sweeping across the strip. I decide to do a few turns to wait for it to
clear the area . To my surprise, I find a bubble of lift in the first turn, and
complete half a dozen 360s without losing any height. Whilst holding in
this pattern, I radio to the tow-paddock and tell them my intentions and
arrange the retrieval. With the dust devil gone, and the temptation to push
on abandoned, I line up on final, lower the landing gear, and perform a no
step landing in the centre of the runway. I walk the glider up the taxiway
and park it on the grass. There is not a soul in sight.
I have flown 10 kilometres cross country. It can be done.
HGFA Member 34101 f

Towing
with the

Melbourne Paragliding Centre
• Using the latest in high tech hydraulic equipment for smoothness, reliability and safety
• One day HGFA Towing endorsement (max. 4
pilots per course)
• Equipment and operator available for hire for
clubs, groups and special events
If you have any
queries or would like
more
information feel free to
contact us.

27 Oberon Ave
Hawthorn East 3123
Ph & fax 03 8824130
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Boorowa Easter
"Wingtips"
Towing Competition
T

here was a lot oflocal interest in a towing competition this Easter, so
instead of driving the 10 or 12 hours each way to Birchip, the ACT
region decided to bite the bullet and at last host our own competition.
The venue chosen was Boorowa, where we had the use of an east-west
paddock just wide enough for four teams of five pilots. The competition
was over the four Easter days, and the weather was kind enough to allow
good flying on each day. In line with the "Wingtips" concept of encouraging novice and intermediate pilots into cross country competition, a
handicap system was used, whereby each pilot's score was increased by a
factor equal to [1 + 30/(pilot's hours airtime)], to a maximum of 4.0, with
no speed points awarded. This was probably a little generous, but as each
team consisted of a mix of novice, intermediate and advanced pilots, this
balanced out in the team results.
Thanks to generous sponsorship from Airborne, Moyes and Flytec,
prizes were awarded each day for memorable flights. Goals were 50 to 80
km, cloud bases were between 4500 and 5500 ft AGL, and many personal
bests were flown . Who knows, maybe a future champion or two was
spawned!
On the whole the handicap idea worked well, with each pilot in there
with a chance, though to be fair to the top pilots, without speed points,
tough goals or open distances need to be set. There is no reason why hang
gliders and paragliders (and even rigid wings) could not compete together,
given a suitable handicap system, other than the difficulty of finding a big
enough paddock that hasn't been burned or ploughed at this time of the
year.
The overwhelming response to this competition was one of enthusiasm, so keep an eye out for it on next year's competition calendar.
And if you're thinking of doing something similar in your local area, go
for it! There is certainly a demand for more competitions, and the rewards
far outweigh the effort.
PeterDall

And the fIying wen tsomething like this ...
The Tow meet was conducted at Boorowa, about 50 kID north ofYass,
in a paddock owned by Max Corcoran and his family . Although the
paddock is over 2 kms long, it is onl y narrow so the number of pi lots were
limited to about 20. As registrations were taken, we found we had 21
gliders to try to get away each day ofthecomp. Another point worth noting
was that only seven of the 21 gliders were of the "elliptical tip" variety.
Friday's forecast was not good - with rain predicted. As it wouldn't
help for me to tell everyone at the briefing thatwe had just had three weeks
of perfect flying weather, I didn't bother.
Those who were quick to set up did well, and we saw Mick Farrell and
Tove Heaney climb out and head for Crookwell. Some other pilots got
away incompletely overcast conditions, much to the surprise of those still
on the ground. As rain closed in, most pilots opted to pack up and as we
were doing so Peter Dall towed up and kept climbing as he drifted over
the back fence. As he did so, out came the umbrellas and showers started
to fall.
That night in the pub we learnt that Tove had made goal at Crookwelland and Mick had landed at Grabben Gullen, only to find the pub shut. A
hush fell over the crowd as we all realised Mick and Tove were flying
"ELLIPTICAL TIPPED" gliders.
Day two wasn't much better but at least it wasn't raining. A strong

SKYSAILOR

Towing at Boorowa, Easter '94, photo by John HartLey
Sou'wester was blowing and a goal at Biggo was set. Although the sky
looked good, not much success was had 'til Grant Heaney and Peter Dall
climbed out and headed down the course. The lift was hard to find and not
a lot were successful but one who did find good lift was John Wade, a pilot
with only 3 hours experience, who climbed out and headed off.
That night in the pub we learnt that Grant had made goal and that John
had flown 30 kms. A hush fell over the pub as we contemplated what he
could have done had he been flying an "elliptical tip" glider.
Day three presented us with light easterly breezes and good looking
Cu's . Once again the sky looked good but not many did well, with slow
climb outs and low height gains achieved. The wind sock kept switching
and many pilots were fooled and banged in tail wind. One who did so was
Bruce from Bega, who said, 'I was confused and thought I had to land the

way the wind sock was pointing!" Much grumbling as he proceeded to
change two uprights.
On my second tow,1 km down the strip I hit a brick wall of lift. Stop,
stop, stop and up I went to base. Isaw a cloud street 20 kms long stretching
over the tow paddock. Pilots were launching and climbing out over the
strip. Goal was Gundagai but the drift was minimal and the going slow.
Bruce with his two new uprights towed up and climbed to 3000 ft over the
paddock, flew for yonks and was rapt. Good to hear.
That night in the pub we learnt that I had won the day, followed by
Tove and Peter Dall . A hush fell over the pub as they all contemplated
how much better I could have done if I'd been flying an "elliptical tip"
glider.
Just to show that Sunday's success was not fluke I took my trike up
solo for the first time on Monday morning and flew for two hours. That
made two days running I managed to stay up for two hours. Who said I
was cheating? As I flew over the tow paddock I looked down and realised
my trike didn't have "elliptical tips" so I flew straight home and landed.
Day four once again looked good but still climb-outs were slow and
lift hard to find. Goal was south of the railway line at Yass and before the
Highway. Three pilots made goal: Grant, Brett and James. Brett could have
won day 3 except he flew 4S kms in the wrong direction but still had a
good time.
Some amazing statistics came out of this compo Make of them what
you will .
1. 66% of pilots don't fly "Elliptical1ip" gliders.
2. Umbrellas cause showers.
3. Married couples win most days of comps.
4. Tomas Suchanek didn't fly over goal at 110 kms/hour.
PS: Thanks go to the sponsors and to the pioneers of hang gliding who
made all this all possible.

Ross Williams t

ONSHORE PARA GLIDERS
CHALLENGER C
Demanding perfonnance for the ambitious pilot - low minimum sink rate, high trim speed,
large speed range with flat polar aJNe due to a special speed system and easy handling
make the CHAUENGER C an exceptional parag/ider for XC and competition ffying.
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots,
d7a1lenging aoss country flights and competitions.
COMPACT
Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate class with elegant look. Convincing
appearance and ever simple launching characteristics besides uncritical flight behaviours - typical
PRO DESIGN features. "High performance is no more a privilege for competition pilots!"
COMPACT - the symbiosis of fun, know-how and brilliant perfonnance.
For the ambitious recreational pilot
CHALLENGER CLASSIC
A firmly proofed conception ofIntermediate Class Gliderfills with enthusiasm! Well balanced
and simple characteristics with attractWe performance. A special and easy to handle speed
system extends the speed range effidently and comes as standard.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for newcomers as well as recreational pilots who search for
stressless pleasure in flight.
Huge range of demonstration, used and superseded canopies at prices starting from $8001

GARRY STEVENSON
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228, Phone 018351389 BH, AH/Fax 052 616555
*"* A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase *"*
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Wishing you a speedy recovery from the
South t£ast Q}leens[and region pilots

fly

blindl

.Read clouds and protect your eyes with these flight glasses
that enhance cloud and shadow definition and reduce glare
• UV protection
• Blue light filter

IZ<-'>
.OPTICS.

• Shatterproof
.Australian std AS 1067-1990

Contact; Future Wings Flight Gear. PO Box 22. BuilL NSW 2516. Ph/fax 042 674570
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State, Club and Region News
well while Aussie came in at 3rd place B-grade,
after a brief encounter with the stratosphere.
Mter all the 'high flying' of late within the
club, we've decided to change our cl ub logo
from a humble pelican to an eagle.

Queensland

Recently our monthly meeting was held at
Canungra . Although attendance was down the
atmosphere was still lively. Some general business was taken care of then it was down to the
real task of selecti ng another victi m as secretary.
Mter some good excuses were made, Nick said
"Let's not forget about Dean," so after my own
feeble excuses, I succumbed to the pressure and
hey, presto, new secretary. Anyway Gordo
thanks for your efforts over the past 12 months;
your wit amused many.
Our club championship competition has
been a fizzer, mainly due to poor conditions on
the weekends. Mind you, Davo and our visiting
Kiwi, Ian Clark, managed a flight out to Rathdowney on one of those depressing days when
most were at the bombout at Beechmont.
Hey it's good to see all pilots setting up on
the western side of the road at Mt Tamborine.
The boys in blue will be happy, I'm sure.
Just before signing off, congratulations to
Mike Zupanc on your new position for the
HGFA board. Good to see that we got at least
one of our three contenders nominated.
Bye for now
Dean Hone, (new) Secretary

New South Wales
Central Coast Hang
Gliding Club
Another exciti ng weekend enjoyed by a few
local high flyers over the Easter break. The
Newcastle club comp at Manilla saw Bob ' Hat
Shot' Bentley tie for 3rd place A-grade, with the
quiet achiever Cmac. Alf Piper also scored very
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Moving?
I D o n 't forget to te ll the HGFA office so I
I yo u won ' t m iss a n y Skysai lo rs! I
I Contact HGFA on
I

L

069472888
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Conditions on the coast over the past month
have seen great opportuni ty for all pilots as well
as students. Mark Steele, flying high and wide,
taking a thermal or two for a five k spin around
the countryside before his long walk back to his
car.
The notorious 'Cutaway' was also a
preferred take off during a patch of Nor'easters
over the last two weeks.
Any prospective pilots, unfamiliar with our
sites, please contact Duncan Brown on 342406
AH for some very useful advice.

Paul Gibbs

Great Lakes Hang Gliding
Club Inc
Howdy Fellow Airheads

ON behalf of the club I would like to thank
all the pilots who have visited our area and flown
our sites over the summer season, for your
responsible and safe conduct. We had an enormous number of visitors to our area which just
goes to show the popularity of our flying areas,
catering for novice through to advanced, wi th no
reports of any serious accidents or breaches of
the rules from any sector. That's commendable.
Our club purchased quite a bit of timber to
use on the Giro site but we found after working
there that it was not really needed, so at our last
meeting a motion was moved and passed thatwe
would use the timber to build a take off platform
at our Bl uey's Beach site which, being a third of
the way down a steep face, often gets rain wash
grooves etc through the running area . This
makes it very uneven underfoot and makes a
potential hazard. We're sure everyone will
benefit from this exercise, especially the novice
pilot who has enough to concentrate on without
worrying about twisting an ankle as well.
Jim Parsons mentioned in last month's letter
a thank you to all those who turned up for our
Clean Up Australia Day campaign at Cape
Hawke. What Jim didn ' t know at the time of
writing is that after submitting our report to the
council on the condition of the area , we actually
made the front page of the local paper due to the
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Well winter has certainly , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
hit with a vengeance here
in Forsterffuncurry with

arriving i n force. So much
for our coastal flying for
another season. Fortunately for us we have
some q uite good inland
sites all within a ninety
minute drive from home.
The most recently opened
one being the Giro Valley
wh ich now has a very
clear launch area d ue to
our working bee, camping weekend held on the
26/27 of February.
Thanks to all those who
helped out. We' re looking forward to some g reat
winter [l yi ng from the site
th is season and don't forget to mark yo ur calendars fo r the June long
weekend flyin we' re organising there. If you
need any informatio n at
all just call us a nd we' ll
fill yo u in. We'd love to
see you a II there for a
grea t weekend .
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Rainbow Beach

Situated adjacent to Carlo Sand Blow
on Cooloola Drive
•

Special Deals for hang and parag/ider pilots

20 units all with private facilities including linen

• Fully licensed bar and a-la-carte restaurant
• Budget priced meals available

• Swimming pool, covered gas BBQ & laundry
facilities

Phone Margaret or Bruce Craig
for details

074863211
PO Box 89 Rainbow Beach Old 4581
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State, Club and Region News continued ...
factthat our report showed a collection of at least
45 "bongs" amongst the piles of rubbish we
collected. There's been some local speculation
that we "knew where to look" because our heads
are always in the clouds anyway, but in true
rule-book fashion we have admitted nothing.
We do however, appreciate the extra publicity it
has given us.
We will be organising a display a little later
in the year to be involved in our local Oyster
Festival Parade which is an annual local event
here. Anybody wishing to help or participate in
any way is most welcome and we would even
appreciate any ideas you may have from previous experiences you may have had with this
type of thing. We hope to have at least a couple
of floats and a trike in the parade. If you can help
in any way please drop us a note or phone us if
you like. We appreciate all comments.
That's about it for this month. Fly high, fly
safe, fly often and fly up anyone who tries to give
you a warm beer!
Bye for now
Beetle
Tip for the month
Don't put cans of baked beans in the campfire
without putting holes in them first!

Northern Beaches Club

.."'C

Is it news oei sit bl ues? As we come towards
the end of another flying season we tend to
reflect on the great flying days of summer. At
the moment I have to as it's absolutely pouring
down outside and the forecast for the coming
weekend isn 't too good.
A few of us got away to Manilla over Easter
and managed 3 days of flying out of 4. Except
for the 3 brave souls who launched off Mt Bora
in 30 knots. Thanks must go to Andrew Pepper

and Dr Death AI Giles for arranging the very
social compo Even more thanks to Gordon at
Toddy's Roadhouse for arranging petrol from
Shell as prizes and also to Thomas 'the tanked
engine' at the Royal Hotel for T-shirts and the
venue.
1st prize to the only person to make goal on
both days, Dick Heffer. I got the least improved
award and I intend to get you back for that Mr
Pepper. A special thank you to all the hang
drivers who managed to pack so many people
into so few cars.
Our April meeting was a quiet affair with
only 45 people turning up after the long
weekend. This was the meeting to see our club
become 10 years old and Chris South, the
original president, was on hand to explain how
the club came together i n the fi rst place. Namel y
to improve local safety. This lead to a continuing
discussion on local safety problems which I
hope was of hel p to those present.
Apri I also saw the return of Harvey Paterson
back after an accident at Blues Beach which saw
him hospitalised for a few months.
I would like to thank Bill Moyes and Clive
Gilmore for the great effort they both put in at
the aero-tow endorsement weekend in March.
Between them they managed to tow approximately 110 flights over the two days with
no more than 1 bent upright. It was a perfect
weekend for training with a light easterly breeze
which made the dreaded foot launches an easy
procedure.
We must also thank those who sat on the
tractor/slasher for so long. We managed to mow
the airfield fence to fence over the 2 days and it
looks great.
We must again remind all users ofRylestone
of their $5/day users fee. Without this income
we cannot continue to fund this great facility.
Your honesty is paramount and your money is
welcome to Northern Beaches Hang Gliding
Club, PO Box 239 Harbord NSW.

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club
94/95 Calendar
Date
21-22/5
5/6
18/6
25-26/6
16-17n
7/8
27-28/8
10-11/9
1-3/10
24/10
12-13/11
26-27/11
3/12
18-19/2
18-19/3
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Event
Rylestone
Watagan Mts
Aust Geo Display
Mt Ovens (Bathurst)
Rylestone (Car Tow Endorsements)
Watagan Mts
Skiing weekend
Rylestone (Aero tow Endorsements)
Lee Scott's/Nellies
Water landing night
I
Boat Towing weekend (Shoal Bay/Moyes)
Rylestone
Xmas party/comp
Blues Beach weekend
Lee Scott's (winch tow endorsement)

Contact
Owen Pearce 4515412
Ian Duncan 9189962
Dane Snelling
Glen Salmon 9180091
Ian Duncan
Ian Duncan
Mike Eggleton 9754114
Owen Pearce
Derrick
Mi ke Eggleton
Dane Snelling
Owen Pearce
lim Allen
Dane Snelling
Derrick

Our best wishes to Bill Moyes on a speedy
recovery from your operation. We need you
back in the tug for another endorsement
weekend!
lohn Hajje (ex president el supremo) has
been invi ted to put on tri ke displays over Eastern
Creek race way during upcoming race meets.
Further proof of his dedication to the public
advancement of our sport.
A rough calendar is set out below although
not much has been finalised yet, so you will have
to attend our monthly meeting for more details .
We will be raffling hang gliding equipment at
every meeting to help raise funds to modify a
payout winch .
1st Tuesday of each month 7.30 pm atlades,
Dee Why Beach Hotel.
Ian Duncan, Secretary

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

Monday 11th April Meeting
Steve Hocking and Bill Moyes were absent,
Steve was not well, and Bill Moyes was having
his knees changed. We wish them both a speedy
recovery, apparently Bill is already getting bolshie about his discharge date and wants to be out
in half the time. Who was that who said "bloody
typical"?
Dave McLoskey was deep-ended and
chaired what was a damn good meet.
Now, for those who thought that the Sydney
Club was a Moyes affa ir, the main feature of the
night was Brian Hayhow and Mark Newland
from Enterprise wings to show us the Desire.
Brian went through what it takes to develop such
a kite and Mort, who had the major development
input and test piloted the product, explained the
changes and their effects on the flying characteristics.
In Tumut, on two occasions I saw Mark
flying that very Desire and he was one of the
only ones to get away. I guess that says a lot for
the kite if not also the pilot.
Flying experiences covered were:
Birchip - The flatter than Flatties comp went
very well. For those who are unaware, Birchip
is a Victorian site which is so flat that navigation
is done by roads, salt lakes and railway lines.
You get an idea of the sort of boomers coming
off that lot. Sounds like the place to fly .
I'm sure the comp results will be somewhere
in this mag, but a special congrats to lenny
Ganderton who came 2nd and the 17 year old
loel Rebbechi for coming 5th.
Manilla saw a large flock of the colourful
triangular buzzards (some 40 - 45 pilots) over
Easter. Friday was good, Saturday blown out.
Sunday a light NE set the task for Narrabri via

SKYSAILOR

Boggabri (hope I've gotthat right!) to land atthe
airstrip which is always a gas. Makes one feel
like a proper aviator, what? Dave Phillips
surprised the towns folk ofGunnedah by landing
and asking if it was Boggabri. GunnedahIBoggabri.. . hey, all so unds the same to your average
tourist. Nice fly anyway Dave.
A nasty little mishap in a sail plane took the
edge off the weekend when Dave Julian went off
for ajoy ride. The pilot came in too low, clipped
the trees and cartwheeled the sail plane. Dave's
feet were stuck in the crumpled front end for
ages and both feet and ankles were broken. Get
well soon Dave, and stick to the safer air sport ...
inflatable dolls.
The overall impression of Manilla was that
the locals bend over backwards for pilots, are
extremely friendly and welcoming. Long may it
last. It will onl y last if we never take it for
granted nor take advantage of it. They don't
think weare heroes; they just seem to like having
us around.
TheJohn Trude crew snuck off to Forbes for
6 days and had a hard time getting up. Mark
Newland explained that even on days when
there are lovely fluffy cues, the lapse rate still
calls the shots. John, who is not one to miss a
thermal, rea ll y struggled with therestofhis crew
because at under 1000 ft, the lift was generally
slower than a glider's rateof decent. At bestthey
were achieving under 100 fpm all the way to 3
grand.
There was a "WINTIPS" tow weekend at

Boorowa, no rth of Yass arranged by Peter Dall
of the Canberra Club. Four tow teams turned up
with varying pilot ski lis from advanced to pretty
good novices. Goals were generally 70 kill or
more and were achieved each day but one. That
one was the best day for getting up, but very little
drift made going anywhere hard work with the
low base of about 4200 AGL.
No incidents, grea t thermalli ng experience,
very hospitable town and hotel and everybody
got a full grasp of towing, the equipment required and the safety standards to be observed.
Boorowa is a gentle place to learn to tow.
Dave McLoskey was in Gulargambone.
They achieved over 100 kms each day and Dave
recounted a lesson for us all . He was on the
ground watching everybody else get away and
the wind had switched on him. Forgetting there
were power lines crossing his new choice of take
off direction, he hurriedly re-set the tow car.
"Go, Go, Go and airborne". The tow car went
beneath the powerli nes and Dave started comi ng
down, not quite realising why. Luckily the rope
snapped, the power lines were unscathed and
Dave landed safely.
That is all the news . My sincere thanks to
Vicki Moyes fo r taking these notes for me and
for you .
Happy off season,
Greg Wilkinson

HI G H

Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
A group of club members, myself included,
went down to Tumut for the Easter holiday. We
flew 4 days out of 4 launching from Argalong,
Honeysuckle, Bald Hill and Talbingo which
must be somethi ng of a record for a cI ub outing.
The weather was excellent except for Friday
afternoon/night when a cold front passed
through bringing grey skies and rain. Our thanks
must go to Ian Jarman who advised us on a daily
basis of the most appropriate site to fly and to all
the local pilots who assisted us during our stay.
The club continues to meet at the
. Sportman's Hotel Kildare Road B1acktown on
the last Tuesday of each month from 7.30 pm
onwards . New members always welcome.
The May meeting on Tuesday 31 May will
be a parachute repacking seminar. Demonstrations and advice; bring you own harness/chute
along for inspection or repacking if there is time.
At this meeting nominations w ill be taken for
committee positions for the 94/95 committee.
The June meeting on Tuesday 28 June is our
AGM. The presen t executive committee of

ADVENTURE

Winter Clearance Sale

* Bargains Galore * Our First-to-See Sale *
XL 145

Excellent ladies glider or light weight pilot. Only 3 months old, like new condition. Hang gliding
$1800.00
schools should consider
Blitz 155

Good first high performance glider, 20 hours approximately flight time, excellent condition

$1800.00

Edge 582 LC
Comes complete with covers and new wing . Runs like a dream. Always been hangared. First to
see will buy . Also a ball istic chute if desired , POA.
(never been crashed) $15,000.00
Gyro 145
Light weight excellent condition , only a year old . A great student glider or light novice pilot's glider.
Performs with ease.
$1500.00
Second Chantz Air Rocket Parachute

Brand new from America. Easy to reload and check. Has the new Lara chute, super slow descent
rate of any chute available. Comes with promo video and recharge equipment. Current price new is
$2200.00. * But will sell for *
$1600.00

For any additional information on the goods above, please phone or fax Lee Scott
on 065565265, or stop in at the High Adventure Airpark for a browse.
April 1994
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mysel f as president, Michael Shyne as Secretary
and Dolores Sempreboni as Treasurer will be
retiring at this meeting and not standing for
re-election. So a new committee will be elected.
The present committee has been doing the job
for 2 years now and we felt that it was time to
stand aside and let someone else have a go.
Future club flying trips in the pipeline are a
return to Tumut, a weekend flyin in the Bathurst
area (where we can all crash out on the floor of
Michael Shyne's house) and a weekend at
Blackheath staying overnight in "Centennial
Lodge" (the new house at the bottom .
Good flying.
David Middleton, President

when the day's flying is finished . It is hoped that
this will become an enjoyable and well
patronised monthly event that will attract a lot
of fliers from around Victoria and even interstate.
If there is anyone who is interested in joining the club or attending the Fly in, feel free to
just turn up or contact Nicole Shalders
(Secretary) on 053 492174 for details.
Phillip Campben Public Officer

Western Australia

VICTORIA
tJ

~VHGA

~

The Flatter than Flatlands, better-than-theBogong Cup towing competition was another
roaring success with a number of pilots being
turned away due to the limited availability of
tow strips. On behalf of myself and everyone
else who entered, I'd like to thank Warwick and
Bevo for putting i n the effort that made the comp
what it was. Next year it may be BIGGER than
the flatlands and the Bogong Cup. Who
knows!!!
The annual VHGA Safety Officers' meeting
will be held on Friday 241une at 7.30 pm at the
SAAA rooms 265 Queens Pde Clifton Hill. All
Safety Officers and pilots wishing to become
safety officers are encouraged to attend .
Steve Trone, 034207881 BH, 5802768 AH

Western Victorian Hang
Gliding Club
On Saturday the 26th of March 1994, the
inaugural meeting of the Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club was held at the Golden Age
Hotel in Beaufort. The meeting was opened at
8.30 pm with 16 prospective members present
who were accepted as such. The meeting was
also attended by Craig Worth (H.G.F.A. Operations Manager). A committee was dully elected
with Trevor Crudin as President, Andrew Gray
as Vice President, Nicole Shalders as Secretary
and Phillip Campbell as Treasurer. Adam
Toogood and Steve Townsend are to become
Safety Officers once they attend a safety officer
night in 1une where it is hoped they will be rated
as such.
The Club will be meeting on the last Saturday of every month at the Golden Age Hotel in
Beaufort. The meeting will consist ofa Fly In to
be held during the day and the meeting to begin
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Bastion Sky Bums
WyndhamWA
This is possibly the most remote hang gliding club in Australia, situated in the northernmost comer of Western Austral ia .
Firstof all, I would like to thank Ian Jarman,
Craig Worth and the many other instructors at
the NIC in Laurieton, who supported and encouraged me to gain my instructor's rating, for
without them, this club would not exist.
For several years, I was the only resident
pilot up here, except for my friend and cofounder of the site, Beat Bracher who came to
stay for a few months each year.
Sometimes it was pretty hard to keep
motivated and I spent many good flying days
unable to find a driver. It was also hard being the
local "weirdo who jumps off cliffs", by a community whose only knowledge of hang gliding
was news clips when a pilot is killed or injured .
Since then, six locals have successfully
learnt to fly, bringing a
new respectability to
the sport, which has
been demonstrated by
the overwhelming support we are now receiving from our local
businesses.
The other grea t advantage has been the injection of new energy
from our new pilots,
which has seen the
development of new
sites and improved
facil ities.
After sufferi ng the
frustrations of learning
to fly, the new pilots
then had to face the
frustration of not flying

at all due to a really poor season.
We had a series of cyclones and monsoonal
depressions which kept us grounded for weeks
at a time.
This led to a safari, in search of new si tes. A
hill which had long been considered as a potential site was closely investigated. We all took a
day off work and spent a long weekend outthere
in an attempt to build a hand made track up the
steep, rocky slopes. The project was abandoned
after 2 hard days' work when a front end loader
was hired and the operator refused to drive his
machine up the proposed route.
However, thanks largely to Rob Floyd, who
with the tenacity of a Blue Heeler, refused to lie
down, we all chipped in to hire a Bull dozer
which carved a track to within 30 metres of
launch .
The new site, yet to be named, is about 600
ft AGL and soarable from SE to NE. It was
christened by Thomas Brieg in his Combat and
after 45 minutes in the air we couldn't get the
smile off his face .
so now we have si tes faci ng west, north and
east, ensuring every day is a flying day.
Visiting pilots are always welcome so
during those cold winter months down south
we 've got warm sunshine and smooth breezes
and huge salt flats if towing is your scene.
If you ' re planning a safari up this way,
please contact us before flying . There are a few
airspace rules and out new site is on private
property. All pilots must be financial I1GFA
members. All sites here are novice rated e xcept
the north-face ra mp which unti I furth er noli ce is
rated advan ced.
We also have a Mars and a Probe in airworthy condition for use if you can ' t bring yo ur
glider. BYO harnc.ss .
That 's the latest news from here. Mayall
your landings be on your feet.
Steve Prior, Secretary t
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STOLEN
Para glider bottom surface turquoise, upper surface
purple & yellow in centre, yellow stabiliser. Any information please ring 02 6657279

LOST
During April - gold chain & gold hang glider
pendant either on take off or pack up area Stanwell
Park Reward 02 9051609

WANTED
Moyes GT (no VB) or Mega II or similar must be in
gd cond ph Steve Ridley 02 6291116
Instruments any cond preferably in working order
ph Brendan 090 765028
Trike & Ultralight Pilots & Owners: Sunshine
Coast SE Old looking for a new venue to hangar and
fly? Gymple Airport is 1.5 hrs north of Brisbane;
CTAF 126.7. Main strip 14-32, 1402m bitumen with
wide-grassed margins. Gliding operations west side,
ultra/trike east side . Cross strip 03-21 , 596m
grassed. Centre of Sunshine & Cooloola Coasts,
Wide Bay ultralight/trike operations. Hangarage, fuel
& flying buddies all available on site . Contact Tony
074827484

GIVEAWAY
5% Maxi glider early 80's vintage give away to good

home 02 5211240

NEW SOUTH WALES
XS 142 (exp int) fluoro orange LE purple US power
rib TS low hrs vgc pod harness Ball vario
Electrophone radio all going cheap ph Richard (02)
3276362 H, 2353033 W
Sting 154 (int) only 20 hrs slick kevlar LE speed bar
navy blue & orange sail 2 spare uprights ex cond A
v gd buy @ $2400 ph 042 943701
XT 165 (int) I have owned this glider since new it is
1 yr old has 80 hrs airtime & is in ex cond price $2300
neg ph 02 9188187
Over Stocked High Performance Sale. Will trade
intermediale gliders on any of these:
Foil Combat 152100 genuine hrs, well looked after
orange LE blue & orange US sell @ $1800.00 (below
traded cost)
Blitz 146 Kevlar LE & TE 50 hrs the sweetest Blitz
you'll fly HOT COLOURS $2200 .00
Desire 151 new demo 10 hrs immac $4200.00
Blade 153 mint blue mylar sail quick set up base bar
top cond demo $3900.00 Trade up now, we have
students looking for gliders urgently!!! Ph Joe Scott
066843616
Trike components: XC Buzzard base has 115 hrs,
Edge wing 15 hrs airtime red white blue TS red fiuoro
green & while US Rotax 532 engine water cooled
with wooden prop also pod spats instruments long
range fuel tanks incl registered trailer also
BMW helmet flying suit gloves wall brackets for
wing storage & roof racks for vehicle all components
inspected by Air Borne price $8000 ono ph 043
234609
Aero 145 (int) ex cond no marks fluoro pink LE sky
blue & white US $2400 ono ph Maderson 044
728192,729147 , 018630474
Blitz 155 (exp int) white lilac & It blue kevlar LE & TE
low hrs fli es beautifully ex cond $2800 also
Blitz 155 (exp inl) red black grey & white cruises
nicely $1400 ph Alaric 049 430674
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) vgc manual & batten
profile sacraficed @ $1550 ono ph Paul 043 341919
Sting 154 (int) only 12 mths old in as new cond speed
bar blue LE white TS orange US $2400 or best offer
ph Tim 02 3110644
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Mars 170 (nov) flies well $550 ph 02 4515937

ph Jo-ann 02 5242068 leave message

PA parachute yellow 18 gore new bridle well kept
never used ideal for beginner to sport $400 ono ph
042941656

Moyes Mission 170 (nov) vgc manual & batten
profile sacrificed @$15500no ph Paul 043 341919
or leave a message

Tandem glider (rec . endorse) PacifiC Airwave
Double Vision 215 certified to 420 Ibs well cared for
with complete manual & maintenance log (keel extension with wheels avail) gc $2650 ono ph Neil
Mersham 066 853178

Instruments & accessories for your trike
Dual Exhaust Gas Temp Gauge: the only way of
monitoring your air/fuel mixture & could save you
thousands of $$$ on repairs; Water Temp Gauge
with in-built alarm, don't get caught up & out after
springing aleak; Carby Temp with icing danger zone;
Dual Cylinder Head Temp Gauge; Vertical Speed
Indicator, analogue % 2000 ft/min with 100 ft/min
markers; 12 Volt Power Supply, noise free easy
connection; ElectronicFuel Gauge System, accurate
& reliable ; Aircraft & Engine Log Books; Rotax
Thermostat, keeps your engine temp constant & will
prevent Shock Cooling ; Cylinder Head Air Bleed Kits,
stop a top end seizure or payout on repairs; K & N
Air Filter Cleaner & Oil, it's surprising how few pilots
are using the only recommended air filter cleaner on
the market, anything else will damage your air filter I
All the above are left overs from the Cape York trip;
I have varying quantities of each item as they were
delivered after we had left.
All the gauges are of the highest quality & incl probes
& complete instructions, prices are low due to a
special discount I received because of the flight Call
for more information Luke Carmody CFI 028745260

Aero 170 Race (int) fully faired blue/pink US white
LE VB 95 hrs $1800 ono also
Air Support Escape pod harness blue/pink suit
5'10' $400 also
Parachute to suit $300 also
Afro 8000 flight deck total energy vario digital al timeter LID computer $400 ph Peter Boyne 02
7961298 AH , 2877869 W
Xact harness suit 6' as new offers ph Greg 018
494377 or 049 498023
PA parachute & 552 Instruments ph Greg 018
494377 or 049 498023
Dream 220 tandem glider all white gc also
Foil 160B Racer (int) gc $1200 ph Jamie 018
696523
Arrow II trike wing blue fluoro green & white has
extremely low hrs ex cond $3000 ono also
AirBorne trike & single seat wing (Swift) gd cond no
molor $2000 ono also
AirBorne trike with Edge wing blue grey & white
Buzzard base motor 503 dual ignition 40 hrs 'C' type
gearbox pod spats big
wheels Edge seat frame &
seat altimeter & speedo
after muffler vgc $10000
AUF reg 10-1330 ph 068
521379AH

Mission 170 (nov) 20 hrs airtime ex cond blue LE
white & blue MS faired kingpost $1850 ono ph
Michael 02 6399779
Edge 582 LC 130 hrs ex cond fully certified Ivo prop

r.:;===================="":"'==--":"--'
What made Paul Dewh~rst, World
Microlight Champion, choo~e a Quantum?

Mission 170 (nov) all ex
cond low flying time $1600
ono +
Pod & helmet $350 ono +
Mars 150 (nov) all ex cond
low flying time $1300 ono +
Pod & helmet $350 ono ph
Philippe or Fiona 02
2613477 W, 5289304 H
Mars 170 (nov) all white
with pink US vgc $1000
also
Podlite wilh High Energy
Sports Chute 20 hrs use
as new suit 5'8' -5 '9' pilot
$700 ph John 042 618028
Sting 154 XC (int) faired
uprights vg red mylar TE
purple LE white MS flu oro
yellow US $2800 ph Derek
029813439, 018040519
Xtralite 147 (exp int) 2
shades purple US white
mylar TS while LE flown 1
season ex cond $3900 ph
029051609 H, 4519022 W
XS 169 (exp int) suit big
guy/girl nice colours reas
cond $850 ph Craig 02
9051609
Paraglider Edel Space 27
sqm safe top perf int wing
90-120 kg 4 risers & speed
system $2200 with harness ph Mike 02 5603070
AH
Gyro 160 (nov), blue LE,
blue T/E, pink centre section , greatcondsuitfemale
pilot $900 ono urgent sale

You'll enjoy finding out!
Paul Dewhurst had a dilemma when considering what his next
aircraft was to be . Like any top competition pilot, he knew that to
win, he must have the best equipment. he also knew that to run a
successful school, he must purchase an aircraft so docile, so stable
and so easy to fly that if would be enjoyed by student pilots of widely
differing abilities, so tough that it would stand the rigours of hour
after hour of circuit bashing , so quiet that his neighbours could
stand his flying hour after hour of circuits, so comfortable and
spacious that he could enjoy giving instruction for hour after hour.
"For me, the Quantum 582 Low Noise fits the bill perfectly," said
Paul. "The performance, stability and lack of noise are evident from
your first flight. But what I am also beginning to appreCiate is the
attention to detail and the superb engineering".
Ifthe Quantum is good enough forthe World Champion, we humbly
suggest that you'll like it too.
Call Sky Cycles Pty Ltd for further information or to arrange a test
flight in your area. The Quantum sets new standards in trike
function and design. Try it and you will see .
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spare wooden prop full instrumentation
helmets intercom covers trailer $16000 ph
049371781

new cond $2900 ph 075 435716 AH
PA chute pulled apex as new $350 ph 07
8564759

Trike Skyllnk Hornet side by side full
instruments Ivo prop 532 engine approx
90 hrs price $16000 ono ph Adrian 063
843306

Paraglider Paratech P4 high performance 4 riser & speed system as new with
factory certified Al condition $2500 ono
ph 075 965679

Moyes Tracer harness brand new 2 tone
colours red black suit 6'-6'4' pilot $500 ph
018671758 Wollongong

VICTORIA
XS 155 (exp intI gc keel hang point
manual & batten profile $1100 ph Geoff
052782174

Blitz 137 (exp intI lovely handling glider
for the smaller pilot in gd cond $2300 ph
023635555

Paraglider Accord 27 40 hrs airtime trimmers speed system suit nov/int pilot 65-85
kg stable well performing glider $1600 ph
Kate 059 741599

Probe 175 (int) one of the last made & has
had v little use This glider is in mint cond
& would suit AerolXT buyer with the bonus
of extra perform black LE green US white
MS many extras $650 ph 02 5293583
Moyes XT 165 (int) great cond flown twice
dk blue LE It blue & white speedbar $2480

+
Moyes Tracer harness 176 cm suit avg
build black & yellow also used twice $550
ph Stuart 02 3261734 AH
Calypso 170 (int) Airwave version of Aero 170 leas
than 20 hrs nice & easy to fly bit of an orphan hence
silly price of $1500 also
Ball 651 vario $300 ph Alistar 02 3896591
Paraglidera XL25 & XL28 both in ex cond 26 less
than 40 hrs, 28 less than 30 hrs each canopy available for $2900 which represents great value ph Greg
024361032 or 018 261230
Mars 150 (nov) ultra-light new front rear & side wires
green LE pink US $750 ph Steve 065 558091
Foil 152 Combat (int) fluoro orange mylar LE black
& orange US fair cond updated hardware fittings
$1300 ph Len 068 537220
Fall 139C Combat (int) ex cond only 15 hrs flying
time pink LE fluoro yellow & blue US $2700 also
LR3 varlo/altimeter with total energy averager etc
all documentation as new $700 also
Replogle barograph $350 ph Jenny 068 537220
ph/fax/answering machine
Airborne Edge latest model a bargain at only
$17500 ph 018 446771
Blitz 145 (exp intI kevlar LE & TE mid blue/lilac US
as new $3200 +
FoIl160B (int) ideal int glider $400 parts worth more

+

Cocoon harness suit pilot 5'8'-6' $80 +
Apron harness $40 ph Mick 049 524856
Sting XC 166 (int) fluoro yellow LE grey & white TE
pod harness suit 6' & chute, flying suit all in top
cond $2800 ph 049 635398
FoIl160B Racer lime green LE white & fluoro yellow
US fluoro pink TE reinforcement vgc $700 ph
Lachlan 066 291365

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Mission 170 (int) ex cond low hrs profiles & manual
Ige pod & PA backup chute $2400 ono ph Davo 08
3322985
Foil 139 Combat II (int) white LE grey & aqua US
low hrs 1 yr old glider in Mt Beauty for test flying
$2500 ono ph Birgit 08 2721337 AH or Dermot 057
572910
Advance Omega 28 sq m immac cond low hrs
$2500 ph Mark 08 2712223 or 018 087089
Nova Phoenix 28 sq m as new high perform with
safety ACPULS 12 A $2500 ph Mark 08 2712223

QUEENSLAND
Moyes Mission (nov) gc nice bright colours ex 1st
glider comfortable pod harness & helmet get
started for $2200 ono for the lot ph Warren 07
3902598
Sting 154 (int) $2250 also
Combat 152 (int) $1 500 also
XS 155 (exp intI $600 also
Xact 2 harness suit 175 cm $500 ph Dave 079
461157
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Gliders on Mt Elliot during the Corryong Cup
photo by Rod Flocklwrt
Lindsay Ruddock varia digital altimeter QNH adj
sink alarm perf cond also
Icom IC40G UHF radio 40 ch/memory scan 5w plus
accessories ph 079 793414
Mars 150 (nov) gd cond $900 ono ph Glenn 079
225040 W, 227947 H
Oxygen cylinder Mountain High 240 Itr on/off flow
switch & nasal canula $300 ono also
Braunlger varia/altimeter AV comp model with full
range of functions & barograph brand new make an
. offer also
XS 142 (exp intI 2 yr old beautiful handling $2200
ono contact Helen 075 739205 or 324874
Gyro 2 160 (nov) v little airtime black LE gold/pink
US $1100 also
Pod as new suit 5'6' plus only $300 also
XR 145 (int) white scrim LE It blue US in gd cond
finster uprights a dream to fly & only $3000 also
Vision 170 (int) red LE grey/green US in gd cond
only $1300 also
Hang Gliding simulator with glider will fit on trailer
or ute great teaching aid good for display only $600
also
2 x Uniden hand held radios UH 005 Sundowner
$380 ea ph Henk 075463021
Mars 170 (nov) in gd cond new wing wires & bolls
also apron harness & helmet $800 ph Sean 075
748355 or 018 180434
Trike 95.32 AirBorne Edge 532 176 hrs top cond
$9800 070 987776
XS 154 (exp intI yellow LE white TS blue & aqua US
low hrs in vgc $1900 also
CG1000 harness vgc red & grey suit 5'2'-6' $400
also
Parachute never used $100 also
Ball vario 651 $400 also
Helmet red med in ex cond fitted with boom micro &
speaker switch box inel to suit Icom or Electrophone
UHF radio $160 ph David 07 3441405 W, 2083800
H after 6pm
AirBorne Trike 95.10 reg uncertified Arrow II/Buzzard 532LC Rotax 100 hr 2.58 gearbox IVO immac
cond always maintained 24 It tank powerful reliable
power renowned handling strength stability characteristics cruising comfort pod wheel pants skirt ASI
ALT RPM compass 12vDC alternator rectifier 6.5 Ah
battery million dollar looks $7900 ph Tony 074
827484
Tandem Reserve for all those tandem jockeys who
need to get legal Free Flight Enterprises USA PDA
24 never deployed 1 yr old pc will supply re-packed
$800 also
Vario LR3 Lindsay Ruddock compl with 2 altimeters
averager elimb & sink audio cut in dual scale vario
0-1000 fpm 0-2000 fpm , ft or m, QNH hpa ref, du al
batteries Skywatch ASI safety strap soft cover $800
ph Phil 018155317, 078463069
Sjostrom vario/alt in ex cond $420 ph 074 482801
Gyro" 160 (nov) rainbow US in gd cond apron
harness & helmet $1 000 ono also
XS" 155 (exp int) white LE purple & blue US in as

Paraglider Excel 2880 hrs airtime trimmers speed system suit inVadv pilot 70-90
kg docile high perform with exceptional
sink rate $1700 ph Jerry 018 332737
Combat 152 (int) white MS grey & flu oro
yellow US ex cond $2300 also
Probe 160 $400 also
Sky Systems pod harness & chute suit 5'6' -5'10'
(med wide) vgc $500 also
Electrophone TX472D $300 ex cond ph 03
7445855
Paraglider Swing Prisma (adv) 26 sqm weight
range 55-80 kg 80 hrs airtime ex cond $1950 ph
Heinz 03 5791839 AH
Foil 160B Racer (int) scrim LE & TE brand new sail
fluoro orange LE It green MS fluoro orange US white
TS combat bag' new side nose & top wires immac
cond ideal 1st high perform glider bargain $1700 also
UHF hand held inel charger $300 also
UHF mobile radio Pearce Simpson UHF2020 $350
ph Steve 03 4207881 BH, 5802768 AH
ParagliderEdel Apollo2410 yrs old still crisp white
with purple tips purple & green stripes mint cond
$2400 ph John 03 7494891
Neo 19 sqm approx 10 hrs airtime no patches or
marks ex cond could not fault definitely no porosity
problems make me an offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H,
6612589 W
Axis 23 sqm 5 hrs airtime as new cond ex beginnerlint glider comes with both beginner & intermediate brake line to su it your flying exp also has foot
speed system & as an extra it also has hand trimmers
make me an offer ph Cris 03 5988923 H, 6612589
W
Moyes XT 165 (int) peach & grey US red LE gc
$2000 ph Wesley 03 8077942
Pegasus Quantum trike new 30 hrs 582 low noise
full instruments $25000 ph 03 5281755 BH, 057
991043AH
Sjostrom vario $400 also
Uvex helmet Ige $250 also
Helmet - beginner's $30 also
Hall ASI & mount $30 also
Moyes front entry pod 20 hrs old It blue & black Ige
$600 also
High Energy Sports Reserve chute $350 inel free
re·pack also
Uniden Regency AR477 hand held radio $350 also
Foil 152C (int) white MS blue & pink US 15-20 hrs
old sleeved LE half battens $3000 ph 03 7619467 H,
7291008 W
Mission 170 (nov) red LE rainbow US harness spare
upright batten profiles & manual vgc $1600 Richard
035691612
Hi-lite II paraglider in gd cond suitable for beginner
$1000 ono ph Damien 03 3581325 W
Skytech Flightdeck in gd cond ph Rohan 053
492845
Paraglider Nova Sphinx 29 sq m (adv) impressive
speed range & outstanding sink rate 50 hrs white(ish)
with pink cell walls ex cond ACPUL 11 As and 1 B
(asymmetric tuck) pilot weight 80-120 kg a delightful
high perform wing for a mere $3200 ph Ken 03
2882497 W. 8879173 H
Aero Race 150 (novlint) ex cond 2 seasons old flown
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inland sites mylar mauve LE & TE fluoro yellow/mauve MS flies well aero foil uprights $2200 ono
contact Lisa 018 054342 or 03 4607462

Mercury 503 unassembled $14500 018 583668
please call on either of the above numbers if you
have any queries

XT 1155 (int) ex cond v gd 1st or 2nd glider gd thermal
or coastal glider $2400 also
Aussle Skin Pod ex cond with reserve chute $800
also
Flytec 3020 varia & altimeter records flights & peak
values as new $800 ph 03 7991416

Sting 118 (Int) Pink mylar LE, dark & It blue U/S, only
4 hrs airtime. Ideal for lady or small pilot $2,500 ph
Debbie 057 282723

Para glider Pro Design Challenger C23 safe top
perform & rock solid wing suit 75 -95 kg total flying
weight new lines fitted 23 hrs ago canopy age 100
hrs $2300 ph Wade Bishop 03 6502356 B, 052
614420 H
XS 155 (exp int) white with orange LE king post hang
gd cond bargain buy will accept any reasonable offer
ph 059 786388 or 018 390560
XS Easy 155 (int) peppermint green LE white US
faired king post & uprights speedbar vg cond $1800
or will swap for Mission ph Sandy 03 5438673
Airwave Magic IV half race red mylar LE pocket 4.8
oz dacron MS mid blue US faired king post & uprights
(one spare) variable geometry 65 hrs logg ed airtime
mint cond must sell no longer flown $800 also
Moyes Pod harness black with gold stripe with
many extra features internal drink water bladder etc
$250 also
Paradynamics ·Mosquito· rapid deployment back
up chute 1.5 second deployment time $400 will sell
as complete or separate also
Ball 620H varia with United altimeter 10 It increments to 200001t in fibre glass pod with mounting
bracket $250 ph Ian O'Neill 03 8876208 or 018
178945

Foill60B (int) flu oro pink LE white TS yellow US fair
cond flies well manual & batten profile incl $700 ono
ph John 03 7724573
Mission 170 (nov) 60-95 kg as new 3 yo 35 hrs fluoro
orange LE white TS red/blue white US incl spare
uprights & speedbar manual/maintenance log & batten profile $1500 ph Steve 03 8733473 AH , 5415363
BH
Blitz 155 (exp int) vgc low hrs $2000 ph Danny 057
751365
Mission 170 (nov) gd cond yellow LE & part US
$1600 ono ph 03 3638085
AirBorne Edge 582 LC 10 hrs only full instruments
electric start kit & battery trailer communications box
Ivo prop $17500 ph Peter 052621736
Mission 170 (nov) vgc black LE white TS black US
with small blue triangle faired king post & uprights
speedbar spare round A-frame batten profile &
manual $1900 ono ph Hugh 037161920
Apco Hi-lite 23 with trimmers 25 hrs 50-80 kg incl
harness $1000 ono ph 057 562399
Foill55B (int) white MS rainbow US faired kingpost
and speedbar gd cond $600 also
EFI5 rigid wing in gd cond $600 ono ph Michael 03
7998277

Varia & altimeter Litek Hummingbird vario with
mounting bracket as new cond PA altimeter 0-7000
It vgc $200 for both will freight around Australia ph
Steve 03 7234328

UHF Icom 40G cheap $375 (new $570) Phillips 320
(+ aerial) to link with Icom $125 also
XS 155 (exp int) low hrs no flutters yellow & green tip
levers nice glider $1900 ph Chris 052 217096 or Rob
052223019

Mercury 582 low noise with all instruments $21000
018583668

ACT

Mercury 582 low noise with instruments $21000 03
5348540

Aero 165 Racer (int) white LEwhite MS lilac & flu oro
yellow US fully optioned with VG faired uprights &

speed barsparefaired upright low hrs excond $2200
ono upgrading to a new wing also
Electrophone TX475 UHF car radio 6' & 8' aerials
coax ex cond $250 ph Roger 062477526 AH
Paragllder Edel Racer 27 sq 80-11 Okg intladv ex
cond 35 hrs $3000 06 2814556 AH
Nova Phonix 25 70-90 kgs 30 hrs airtime Gutesiegel
2, SHV As $3500 06 2863145
Paraglider Edel Apollo 27 (nov) 90-115 kgs speed
system 20 hrs ex cond $2300 ph Gary 06 2592314
ah

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Paraglider Edel Space 27 sqm & harness v safe top
performing int glider 4 risers & speed system low hrs
gc $3000 ono ph 09 4577684
Moyes XR 145 (exp intI white scrim LE pink PR TE
orange yellow US ex cond 65 hrs approx $3000 ono
with 2 down tubes & base bar ph Andrew Humphries
094469850 H, 3221365 W
Para glider Swing Prisma 26 (adv) suit 55-80 kg
pilot 55 hrs airtime vgc $2700 also
Edel Apollo 24 yellow suit 55-80 kgs pilot 20 hrs
airtime vgc $2500 also
Edel Orion 24 green suit 55-80 kg pilot 15 hrs airtime
vgc $3200 also
Reserve parachute for paraglider E-25 brand new
with manual weight 2.1 kg $380 ph Jiri Hlavaty 09
2551363
Paragliding varia Skybox electronic with big LCD
display ex cond $450 ph 09 3415271
Hang gliding varia RB original cond with needle and
acoustic readout $200 ph 09 3415271
Blitz 137 (exp intI urgent sale only 80 hrs old free
delivery to any city in Australia contact Airsports 09
3816053 for details
Combat 2 152 (int) purple LE white with yellow &
black tiger stripes US comp sleeves & extra half
battens $2600 ono ph Clayton 097 341016 t

FASCINATION OF
OUR NEW LINE
ALTO VARIO BASIS
• Altimeter up to 5500 m (17500 ft) • Vario
analog / digital. Audio - ASI system
• Memo for 5 flights
ALTO VARIO CLASSICI
ALTO VARIO COMPETITION
• Easy to use with audio feedback keyboard
• Altimeter up to 10000 m (30000 ft) • Au dio - ASI system • Nomonal flight calculator
• TEK • Temperature indication • Speed
• 2 clocks • Memo for 25 flights
Additional flight recorder at COMPETITION
• Resolution 1 m(3ft)upto6000m(18000ft)
• Scan rate variable • 25 flights storable
max. 70 h • Speed values storable
• Parallel (Centronics) and serial (RS 232)
connector for printout

Australian Dist.-ibutor:
12/30 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290, Tel : 049499199, Fax: 049499395
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Edel
193-94 Range
Orion

/Veat- III

(22/24/27)
Novice-Intermediate

Space
( 22/24/27/30/40 Tandem)
Intermediate

Super Space /Veat- I I I
(24/27)
Intermediate-Advanced

Rainbow

/Veat- III

(24/26/28)
High performance-Competition
~
~
~
~
~
~

~

1st, U,S,A Championship '93
1st, Kyushu World Cup '93
1st, Chamonix World Cup '93
1st, Avoriaz World Cup '93
1st. Swiss Championship '93
1st, French Championship '93
Women World Champion,
Camilla Perner (Aut)
Verbier '93 (6th overall)
All gliders DHV and/or
Acpul certified.

Secura Max
Steerable reserve
parachute system
~
~

~

30m 2
38m 2
52m 2

-

up to 75 Kg
up to 100 Kg
120 to 180 Kg

Acpul Certified

ONLY THE BEST for you
For more information or
your nearest dealer:

Edel Australia
27 Oberon Avenue,
Hawthorn East 3123
Tel/Fax: 03 - 8824130
Mobile: 018 - 103 084

